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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

Lithgow City Council (the City) offers a range
of waste management services for the
community including:
 Domestic and commercial kerbside
collection of municipal solid waste (MSW)
and dry recyclables (two bin system);
 Public place litter collection;
 Domestic bulk waste collection;
 Greenwaste collection;
 Operation of the Lithgow Solid Waste
Facility (SWF) including the landfill,
weighbridge and greenwaste mulching
(contracted) and five small village
landfills;
 Four small rural waste transfer stations
catering for waste disposal; and
 Associated education, promotion and
community empowerment programs.
The period for the City’s current Waste and
Recycling Strategy 2011-2016 expires this
year and the City is now in a position to review
progress to-date and evolve its waste and
resource recovery strategies to provide
direction over the next 10 year period.

1.2

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this strategy are to:
 Provide the City with a strategic direction
for waste management in the short and
longer term;
 Encourage efficient and effective waste
management in line with the waste
hierarchy (Avoid,
Reduce,
Reuse,
Recycle, and Dispose) and the NSW
Government targets;
 Provide infrastructure and services which
are efficient, flexible and accessible to the
community; and
 Develop waste initiatives that are suitable
for the City’s corporate objectives
sensitive to the financial capacity of the
City.
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2

WASTE GENERATION
PROFILE

The solid waste generation profile for the
Lithgow LGA is outlined in this section.

2.1

WASTE VOLUMES

It is estimated that across the whole of the
Lithgow LGA approximately 63,940 tonnes of
solid waste is generated per annum (see Table
1). This comprises approximately:

sites and kerbside collections) and the smaller
rural landfills.
Further details of the waste stream
composition are discussed below and the
facilities are discussed in Section 3.

Table 1 Lithgow LGA Waste Stream Volumes
(Estim)

Waste Stream

Volume (tonnes per
annum)

MSW

26,719

 2,280 tonnes of green waste;

C&I

4,921

 11,700 tonnes of virgin excavated natural
material (VENM)/clean fill used as landfill
cover material; and

C&D

16,302

 2,000 tonnes of dry recycled material
including paper, glass, metal and plastics.

VENM

11,717

Glass

564

Paper/cardboard

579

Metal

736

E-waste

15

Plastics

107

Green

2,279

TOTAL

63,939

 47,950 tonnes of waste that is landfilled;

These figures include all solid wastes
collected, hauled and disposed at the landfills
and transfer stations across the urban and
rural areas within the LGA, excluding on farm
disposals by farmers.
Note the quantums are estimates as only the
Lithgow SWF operates with a weighbridge.
The Lithgow SWF volumes are based on
2015/16 data. In 2016/17, the wastes received
at the rural landfills were measured for three
months to derive annual estimates of
materials.
If the VENM quantum is included then
approximately 18% of the total waste volume is
recovered for recycling and reuse.
If VENM is excluded and the focus is on just
dry recyclables (ie paper/cardboard, glass,
plastics and metal) then approximately three
percent of the waste stream is recovered and
reused.

2.2

WASTE TYPES

With respect to the different categories of
waste, the indicative breakdown is shown in
Table 1. This is based primarily on the waste
deposited at the Lithgow Landfill, (which
includes material transferred from the rural
2

2.2.1 Mixed Dry Recyclables
The volume of mixed dry recyclables collected
and managed at the Lithgow SWF totals
approximately 2,000 tonnes per annum. This
quantum includes glass, paper, metal, E waste
and plastics. .
There is some source separation of metals at
all the landfill sites but not the rural transfer
stations. However recyclables are generally
not being collected from the rural landfills, so
Lithgow City Council

tends to contribute to the landfill volumes at
these sites.
E-waste is only collected at the central Lithgow
facility.

2.2.2 C&D and C&I
In 2015-16, approximately 16,303 and 4,921
tonnes of C&D and C&I waste respectively
were collected at the Lithgow SWF. The C&D
includes the clean fill tonnages of 11,082
collected at the Lithgow SWF.

involving multiple nearby councils including
Bathurst, Blayney and Cabonne for a weekly
residential kerbside food and garden waste
collection by JR Richards & Sons (JRR). The
waste is to be transported to an industrial scale
composting facility at Blayney run by
Australian Native Landscapes. Lithgow has
chosen not to be a part of this contract as it
plans to use its green waste supply as
phytocapping material within the final cover
applied at the Lithgow SWF. At the rural
landfills it is mulched and reused onsite for
rehabilitation.

The smaller rural landfills were designed and
built to service the rural population, thus
intended for receipt of primarily small
quantities of MSW, with minimal amounts of
C&D waste.
However recent experience would suggest that
there may be commercial entities operating
waste collection businesses using the small
un-manned rural landfills as a free destination
for various wastes, including C&I and C&D.
At the small rural landfills the split of waste
types and volumes is estimated to be MSW
5,480 tonnes per annum; 157 tonnes per
annum of metal and 200 tonnes of VENM. C&I
and C&D waste was not measured separately
as these are at present landfilled as MSW at
these sites. Similarly, green waste is mulched
and reused onsite in site rehabilitation.
It is predicted that the C&I volumes are likely to
be higher due to illegal dumping, however the
City has installed surveillance cameras at a
number of locations to assist in this regard.

2.2.3 Green waste
It is estimated that approximately 2,279 tonnes
of green waste is collected at the Lithgow
SWF. Historically this has been landfilled but is
now being mulched and reused onsite.
Additional material is collected at the rural
landfilled but the volumes are not separately
recorded.
NetWaste, a voluntary regional waste group
formed in 1995 to provide collaborative
approaches
to
waste
and
resource
management of which Lithgow is a member,
recently facilitated a collection contract

Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report
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3.1

CURRENT SITUATION

MANAGEMENT

The Environment & Development Department
of the City is a strategically focused unit. Its
waste management functions primarily include:
 Collection of
recyclables

household

waste

and

 Collection of
recyclables

municipal

waste

and

 Operation of waste disposal facilities
including the Lithgow Solid Waste Facility
(SWF), Wallerawang, Portland, Capertee,
Cullen Bullen and Glen Davis Landfills ,
transfer stations at Angus Place,
Hampton, Meadow Flat and Tarana and
the Lithgow Recycling Centre
 Disposal of bulk commercial wastes; and
the
 Management of former landfills.
To provide the services in a timely and cost
effective manner a number of contractors are
utilised. The kerbside garbage and recycling
service is currently undertaken by JRR. The
Lithgow SWF is managed under contract by
Henry Plant Hire (HPH).

3.2

OVERVIEW OF FACILITIES

An overview of the existing solid waste
management facilities is provided below.

3.2.1 Lithgow Solid Waste Facility
The Lithgow SWF (Lithgow landfill) is located
off Geordie Street, Lithgow and is the City’s
primary landfill. It has operated at this location
for over 75 years. It is a Class 1 landfill
licensed to accept MSW as well as certain
regulated waste. Historically, a recycling centre
operated separately adjoining this site,
however
with
kerbside
collection
of
recyclables, this is no longer required. There is
a small recycling bay at the landfill for;
cardboard,
E-waste,
waste
oil
and
drumMuster.
4

The Lithgow Landfill accepts and disposes of
approximately 50,000 tonnes per annum of
solid waste.
There is also approximately 11,717 tonnes per
annum of VENM/clean fill accepted by the
facility and re-used as landfill cover material. In
addition, approximately 2,000 tonnes per
annum of mixed recyclables are sorted and
recovered, principally from the kerbside
collection service. The green waste quantity
received is limited at 2,280 tonnes per annum.
Historically this has been landfilled but is now
being mulched and reused onsite. It is also
noted that the 11,717 tonnes per annum of
VENM received in 2015/16 is higher than
normal due to material being received from
roadworks being undertaken by Roads and
Maritime Services on the Great Western
Highway.
Definitive plans have recently been developed
for upgrading and expanding the landfill.
Ongoing development of additional airspace
over a further five stages has been designed,
(see report by Amaral, 2016) although the
sequencing of Stages 2 and 3 has been
reversed. This adjustment will enable the filling
and capping of the eastern portion of the
landfill to be completed more quickly.
Currently Stage 1 is being used to the final
design.
Upgrade works currently underway include
designing and constructing improved water
management
strategies,
including
the
diversion of clean stormwater runoff around
the waste pile.
The Landfill Environmental Management Plan
(LEMP) is currently being revised to reflect the
design and operational improvements being
made to the site. Through the adoption of the
LEMP, the City is seeking to update the EPL.
The City continues to work with the EPA on
this matter.
An independent report obtained by the City
suggests the remaining landfill life is
approximately 22 years. This assessment was
based on the assumption that the waste inflow
would be approximately 25,000 tonnes per
annum.
Clearly, based on the current waste inflow
being almost double this figure, the landfill may
Lithgow City Council

well be full in about 10 - 12 years time. It is
therefore important for the City to maximise its
resource recovery and diversions and plan for
the provision of additional landfill air space.
Furthermore, consideration has to be made for
the destiny of wastes currently disposed at the
small rural landfills dispersed throughout the
LGA. If these low grade facilities close then
even more waste will need to be disposed at
the Lithgow SWF, further shortening its
remaining life even more.

3.2.2 Small Rural Landfills
The City currently operates five small rural
landfills, with the locations, waste tonnages
and proposed closure dates shown in Table 2.
The landfills accept putrescible and nonputrescible waste. While separated out on site,
green waste volumes are included in the
landfilled volumes. The material is mulched
and reused onsite for rehabilitation. The C&I
and C&D volumes are also included in the
landfilled volumes.
The operational lives of the landfills at Cullen
Bullen, and Glen Davis are due to end by
2020.
Portland was due to close a year later,
however based on a new filling plan and life
expectancy analysis for Portland (Amaral
2017a, 2017b), the City believes the
operational life of Portland can be extended to
2027. As of June 2017, this was yet to be
adopted by the City.
Capertee has approximately
remaining, out to 2025.

eight

rural tip controller, whose role it is to manage
the day to day activities of the small rural
landfill sites across the LGA, this person is
only visiting each site intermittently. As such,
there is only limited oversight and compliance
with the request is not assured.
Further, there is no weighbridge at any of
these facilities hence there is no record of what
waste is being received, no revenue in takings
and no financial recovery against any waste
deposited at these facilities. Having the sites
unstaffed also poses challenges in regards to
the nature of waste being deposited at these
sites.
There is evidence to suggest that commercial
waste management operators are taking
advantage of the availability of these
unmanned facilities to dispose of wastes free
of charge. However the City has installed
surveillance cameras at a number of locations
to assist in this regard.
Management of the facilities is somewhat
limited with no application of daily cover and
no effective leachate management systems in
place. It was for these reasons that in
negotiations with the City, the former
Department of Environment, Climate Change
and Water (DECCW) required the rural landfills
be closed as soon as possible with all waste
then transferred to the central Lithgow facility
(Molino Stewart 2010).

years

The scheduled landfill closure date for
Wallerawang had been 2017/18; however
based on a new filling plan and life expectancy
analysis for this site (Amaral 2017b, 2017c),
the City believes the operational life of
Wallerawang can be extended to 2035.
These relatively small somewhat basic landfills
are not staffed so residents are requested to
separate building waste, green waste, steel
and putrescible waste at all the facilities.
Signage indicating this requirement is provided
on site. However, ultimately these materials
are landfilled onsite. While the City employs a

Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report
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Table 2 Rural Landfill Waste Receipts & Closure Dates

Landfill Name

MSW

VENM

Metal

Estimated Annual Waste
Receipts: 2016/17

Expected Landfill
Closure Date

(t.p.a).
Cullen Bullen

960

0

0

960

2019/20

Capertee

720

0

53

773

2024/25

Glen Davis

320

0

0

320

2019/20

Portland

1,680

0

70

1,750

2026/27

Wallerawang

1,600

200

34

1,834

2034/35

TOTAL

5,280

200

157

5,637

a) Cullen Bullen Landfill
Cullen Bullen Landfill has been in operation for
more than 40 years. Throughout this period it
has primarily received municipal waste.
The site consists of:
 A trench for disposal of MSW; and
 Designated areas for the placement of
C&D rubble and green waste.
b) Capertee Landfill
Capertee Landfill has been in operation for
more than 30 years. Throughout this period it
has primarily received MSW.
MSW is disposed in an earthen trench. Metals
may be separated, and green waste and clean
soil is may be used on site for landscaping and
rehabilitation works however these materials
are generally buried as waste.
c) Glen Davis Landfill
The establishment of this site coincided with
the beginnings of the nearby oil shale mine
during the 1930s. Throughout its operation the
depot has been the main local receptor for
MSW. Access to this depot is restricted to Glen

6

Davis and Glen Alice residents. The site
consists of the current municipal waste trench
and building and green waste stockpiles.
d) Portland Landfill,
The site has been in operation since the 1930s
with approval for the disposal of night soil.
The landfill site is divided into three main
areas.
 The MSW area, comprising several open
waste disposal cells dug into the ground;
 The differentiated waste area where
scrap metal, green waste and building
waste are initially stockpiled before burial;
and
 The former nightsoil area.
e) Wallerawang Landfill
This landfill has been in operation for more
than 50 years. The depot has primarily
received municipal waste with some sump oil,
tyres, scrap metal and builders rubble.
The site consists of:
 A trench for the placement of MSW;

Lithgow City Council

 Designated areas for the placement of
C&D rubble and green waste surrounded
by earth mounds; and
 Rehabilitated areas.

3.2.3 Small Rural Transfer Stations
The service provider JRR collects the two bin
types from each transfer station as described
in Table 3 and transfers them to the Lithgow
SWF where the wastes are landfilled.
Table 3 Rural Transfer Stations

Facility

Waste Type &
Equipment

Bin
Collection
Frequency

The current domestic service includes the
weekly collection of a 240litre MGB for MSW
and since November 2013 a 240 MGB for
fortnightly recycling collection has been
provided to collect standard recyclable items of
glass, aluminium, steel, plastics, paper and
cardboard.
The MSW is disposed at the Lithgow SWF.
The recyclable materials are transported by
JRR to Poytrade Recycling in Rydalmere,
Sydney for further management. An average
of 16 trips to Sydney is made per month,
transporting 120 tonnes of recyclables per
month.
Urban areas of Lithgow, Portland and
Wallerawang receive a bulky household goods
kerbside collection service in September and
March each year.

3

Hampton

MSW: 1 x 23 m
hooklift bin (roof)
weekly
Mixed Recyclables:
12 x MGB

Meadow
Flat

MSW: 1 x 23 m
hooklift bin (roof)
weekly
Mixed Recyclables:
10 x MGB

Tarana

MSW: 1 x 15 m
hooklift bin Mixed
Recyclables: 8 x
MGB
weekly
(a hooklift bin with
roof for MSW will be
completed late
2016)

Angus
Place

MSW: 2 x 15 m
hooklift bins
weekly
Mixed Recyclables:
10 x MGBs

3

3

3.3.1 Special case waste streams
a) Pressure Vessels (gas bottles), batteries,
paints, oils
Through NetWaste, permanent storage units
have been located at the Lithgow SWF for the
collection of these wastes. Gas bottles are
separated and recycled
b) Tyres
Tyres are only collected at the Lithgow SWF.
Only residential tyres are accepted with a limit
of the disposal of six tyres per vehicle. Tyres
received are landfilled.

3

3.3

KERBSIDE COLLECTION

Kerbside waste collection services are
primarily governed by the contract between the
City and JRR. Kerbside collection is provided
to a number of villages and Lithgow suburbs.
The collection route and day of pick up is
outlined in Appendix A.

Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report

c) E-waste
Through and arrangement with Netwaste, Ewaste is collected at the Lithgow SWF. From
there it is collected and transferred to a site in
Sydney.
d) White Goods
White goods are collected and stored
separately to scrap metal. This includes
fridges, washing machines, dryers etc. and
sent for recycling.

7

e) Event Management
The City supports waste–wise events and
provides services and advice to those running
public events in regards to recycling and waste
management. The City provides a number of
240L garbage bins on request for such events.

3.4

REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

Table 4 lists the legislation and other statutory
documents which are of relevance to the
management of various wastes in the Lithgow
LGA.
The details of the relevance for each
instrument are provided and discussed in
Appendix B.
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Table 4 Legislative Framework.

Statutory Instrument

Relevance for Lithgow City Council

National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting Act 2007

Under the NGER Act there is a requirement to report
emissions if they exceed 50,000 t CO2 per year.

Local Government Act 1993

This Act prescribes the rules for the application of the waste
levy.

Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act 1979

This Act requires operators of waste facilities above a certain
size to hold an Environment Protection Licence.

Environmental Planning &
Assessment Regulation 2000

This Regulation outlines the steps required to gain approval
for a new landfill or landfill expansion.

Protection of the Environment
Administration Act 1991

This Act gives powers to the EPA to direct Councils to
contribute to environmental protection or to cease anything
that adversely affects environmental protection.

Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997

The POEO Act details the thresholds for the various waste
facilities that require Environmental Protection Licenses. It
outlines the penalties that apply for certain environmental
offences. It establishes the waste and environmental levy
which is payable on waste from the regulated area being
disposed of at a licensed facility.

Protection of the Environment
(Waste) Regulation 1996

This Regulation establishes requirements relating to nonlicensed waste facilities.
The WARR Act sets forth the waste hierarchy of:

Waste Avoidance and Resource
Recovery Act 2001



Avoid



Resource Recovery



Disposal

Contaminated Land Management Act This Act sets out the process of investigating and
1997
remediating contaminated land.
State Environmental Planning Policy
(Infrastructure) 2007

This SEPP outlines the conditions under which a waste
facility may be approved.

Environmental Guidelines: Solid
Waste Landfills

This Guideline details a consistent and environmentally
responsible approach to managing landfills.

These guidelines provide guidance for the environmental
management of landfills in NSW by specifying a series of
Draft Environmental Guidelines: Solid best practice measures called ‘Minimum Standards’.
Waste Landfills
This includes directions for the provision of a phytocap to
seal a landfill.
Environmental Guidelines:
Assessment, Classification and
Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report

This Guideline provides guidance with regard to liquid and
non-liquid waste, including transport and disposal.
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Statutory Instrument

Relevance for Lithgow City Council

Management of Liquid and non-liquid
Waste

National Waste Policy

This Policy sets direction and identifies strategies to guide
Councils with regard to waste reuse, disposal and
management.

NSW Container Deposit Scheme

From July 2017, eligible beverage containers can be
returned for a 10-cent refund. This will include containers in
kerbside collections. The City may operate collection depots.

10
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3.5

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT AND
EDUCATION

To help educate the community about the
importance of waste minimisation, the City is
actively
engaging
in
education
and
engagement programs designed to encourage
resource recovery and increase understanding
of the benefits to the local community and
surrounding environment of recycling and
waste avoidance.

3.5.1 The City’s programs
a) Management
Under the City’s contract with JRR, JRR is
responsible for all aspects of community
education in relation to the delivery of the
collection services. The deliverables specified
for this include:
 the design and production of educational
material;
 quarterly education strategy meetings
with the City; and
 an education officer (approximately 10%
of a full-time equivalent position).
To provide the community with relevant
information, JRR has provided the City with a
dedicated
waste
management
website
(http://lithgowwaste.com.au/).
b) Education
Through this arrangement, the City has run
numerous
education
programs
to
communicate its key messages relating to
waste. A company called Envirocom has been
engaged by JRR to design and implement a
waste education program through primary,
secondary and tertiary education institutions.
These programs include:
 Early Learning Education Programs: a
free training session for Early Learning
Centre (ELC) staff to provide knowledge,
educational tools and resources on a
range of waste minimisation practices
such as recycling and organics diversion,
as well as explain the environmental

Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report

issues associated with waste (held in
2015).
 Primary School Education Programs:
available to all Primary Schools and aims
to increase knowledge of students,
teachers and parents/carers on a range
of recycling, waste management and
waste
minimisation
issues
and
management options.
 Community Education Programs: these
are targeted at the community to provide
awareness on waste management and
avoidance
techniques
(an
organic
recycling workshop for the community in
May 2016).
Teacher resources are also made available via
the waste management website.
Envirocom has also overhauled the City’s
waste website in order to promote recycling,
green waste collection and bulky waste
collection.
There has been some publishing of factsheets
and brochures, as well as the issuing of press
releases promoting green waste and bulky
waste collection services.
Envirocom recently gave take home surveys to
parents of school students who had benefited
from the waste education programs. The
surveys aimed to gauge the success of the
education initiatives in helping school children
develop positive attitudes to recycling and
waste management, and changing their
behaviours. While there has been generally
positive feedback from the schools, the
surveys have not been returned yet so data is
not available to measure the outcomes.
It is recommended the program be reviewed
and revised to provide a broader community
focus.
c) Engagement
To assist residents with their waste and
recycling, the City has also developed a
‘Waste Info App’. This provides a collection
calendar, waste disposal information and
details of waste services and facilities. It is
available to download from the waste
management website.
News items and other regular updates are
provided to the community through the City’s
11

Facebook
page:
https://www.facebook.com/LithgowCityCouncil,
a weekly news bulletin via email and a
quarterly “Council Connections” newsletter.

3.5.2 NetWaste Strategies
Netwaste is a collaborative environmental
management project sponsored by the NSW
Environment Protection Authority (EPA) and
the Central West (CENTROC) and Orana
Regional Organisation of Councils (OROC),
located in the central and western regions of
New South Wales. The region comprises 26
councils, including Lithgow City Council
(NetWaste, 2016).
The 2013 – 2017 NetWaste Strategic Waste
Plan updates the NetWaste Strategic Waste
Plan - July 2012 to June 2015. It recognises
the community’s changing attitudes and
behaviour to achieving sustainability. The
pursuit of sustainability through better waste
management practices has shifted from the
issues of how to collect waste and where to
dispose it, to advancing the development of
resource recovery and recycling through
efficient processes resulting in social,
economic and environmental gains.
The strategies identified in the Strategy are
very broad, which allows an adaptive approach
to education in the various council areas.
NetWaste runs a number of regional projects
such as Waste to Art. A different council hosts
this exhibition each year, and a problem waste
theme is the focus at each exhibition.
NetWaste also runs an extensive school
education program. This differs across council
areas based on each area’s needs. Litter
Workshops were run for Lithgow schools.

3.6

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

The City raises approximately $4.16 Mil pa
from the waste services charge component of
landholder’s rates. There are 8,880 residential
properties, 2,343 rural properties and 620
businesses levied with the charge.
There are two key waste management
contracts awarded by the City, namely to JRR
12

and to HPH. The details of each are outlined
below. The total annual cost of the combined
waste management contracts is $2 Mil. The
residual $2.16 Mil is allocated to fund the
operational and capital costs of the City’s
waste management program. This includes
salaries for relevant staff, the operation of plant
and equipment (a utility vehicle, truck and
loader) and relevant capital works
It would be prudent to develop a budget for the
next 10 years forecasting the infrastructure
required to effectively manage the predicted
waste volumes and types, population growth
and environmental requirements. This task
could be included as a line item in the City’s
long term financial planning.

3.6.1 JR Richards
The City has a contract with JRR for the period
November 2013 to November 2023. The
annual cost of the JRR contract is $1.4 Mil.
Services provided by JRR include:
 weekly kerbside collections in the urban
and village zones for 240L MSW MGBs
containing solid waste;
 fortnightly kerbside collections in the
urban and village zones for 240L MSW
MGBs containing mixed dry recyclables;
 weekly servicing of street litter bins;
 weekly servicing of waste bins located in
council managed parks and gardens; and
 weekly changeover of rural transfer
station hooklift waste bins and MGBs
containing mixed recyclables.
Kerbside collected MSW is disposed at the
Lithgow SWF. Kerbside collected recyclables
are transported by road on a weekly basis to a
third party facility in Rydalmere, Sydney.
There is no kerbside green waste collection
service.
As discussed in Section 3.5, part of the JRR
contract is a waste education element. Funds
to the value of $25,000 pa are allocated.

3.6.2 Henry Plant Hire
HPH is contracted to construct, operate and
manage the Lithgow Landfill seven days a
Lithgow City Council

week. The scope of works includes controlling
the weighbridge, waste placement, compaction
and placement of daily, intermediate and final
cover, construction of new waste cells and
resource recovery activities.

Using this information, the City intends to take
a proactive approach, to identifying and
recording illegal dumping in the LGA and the
information will also support future illegal
dumping grant funding.

Any funds generated by the sale of recyclables
are retained by HPH.

c) Other grants

The annual cost of the HPH contract is $0.5
Mil.

3.6.3 Grants

A number of grants are made available
through the Waste Less Recycle More project.
One of the smaller programs that has resulted
from this grant is the Love Food Hate Waste
project and a number of litter projects. These
programs are reported on regularly.

a) Landfill Consolidation Grant
The City was successful in a NSW
Environmental Trust Landfill Consolidation
grant. This project involves environmental
improvements to the Portland Garbage Depot
and the Wallerawang Garbage Depot. The
works involve upgrading the perimeter fences
to chain mesh with two strands of barbed wire
and the installation of CCTV. These works will
help prevent unauthorised access, contain
windblown litter, reduce illegal dumping, limit
the contamination of stockpiles and will
improve resource recovery.
b) Illegal Dumping Baseline Data

3.7

REVIEW OF
IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE WASTE &
RECYCLING STRATEGY
2010-2015

The Waste & Recycling Strategy 2010-2015
included a five year prioritised action plan for
the City’s implementation. This plan has been
reviewed and the progress the City has made
towards the implementation documented in
Appendix C.
The key outstanding items are:

Baseline data on illegal dumping is required to
enable the City to effectively manage the issue
of illegal dumping. Successful grant funding
from the EPA’s Waste Less Recycle More
Illegal Dumping Grants has provided Council
with this opportunity.

 Construction of Blackmans Flat Waste
Management Facility and associated
infrastructure. This has been delayed due
to the revised Lithgow SWF landfill plan;

Illegal
dumping
affects
the
natural
environment, human health and costs Council
and landholders a lot of money annually.
Funds from this grant will be used to provide
an accurate baseline, with an indication of the
most commonly dumped waste stream, the
demographic of who is responsible and will
help prioritise and inform different preventative
measures for the future.

 Review of C&D management at the
landfill sites.

 Delays in the closure of the rural landfill
sites; and

A review of the opportunities for the
collection of organics within the kerbside
collection service and new transfer stations;
and the associated proposal for an upgrade
to a three bin kerbside collection scheme
were flagged to be considered 2016+.

For example, if most of the construction waste
is asbestos, then the City will focus on
ensuring businesses and residents in its own
jurisdiction and neighbouring LGAs are clear
on the impacts on the communities’ health, the
importance of safe and appropriate treatment
of this waste and the correct disposal methods.

Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report
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4

4.1

FUTURE WASTE
MANAGEMENT
OPTIONS & PLANS
UPGRADED LITHGOW
SWF

Based on a review of incoming waste volumes
and the possibility of an inflow of additional
tonnes if the small rural landfills are closed, the
upgraded Lithgow SWF’s capacity is unlikely to
stretch to 22 years as has been predicted in an
earlier report to the City.
Future disposal tonnages will also depend on the
efficacy of the proposed new transfer station
mentioned below and the timing of its
commencement of operations.
Clearly the first step is to implement the facility
upgrades necessary to satisfy the regulatory
performance requirements of the EPA.

4.2

PROPOSED NEW WASTE
MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES

4.2.1 Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
The operation of a modern waste transfer
station at Lithgow is a highly desirable
outcome as it will divert wastes away from
disposal and thus increase the resource
recovery performance.
Its availability will also enable waste collection
strategies and services to be modified to
increase resource recovery by implementing
more source separation initiatives.
A waste transfer station to be located adjacent
to the Lithgow SWF was proposed and
designed in 2016. The construction cost is
estimated to be $4 Mil. The facility plans to
provide a full range of resource recovery
services.
Commencement of construction of the facility
is dependent on the availability of funds
provided by the City. Some funds have been
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earmarked for expenditure in 2017/18, with
construction to run over two years.
The City is exploring the possibility of securing
funding from the NSW EPA to support the
community recycling centre (CRC) component.

4.2.2 Blackmans Flat Waste
Management Facility
The Blackmans Flat Waste Management
Facility (near Portland, 17 km north of Lithgow)
is on the site of the old Western Main Colliery
at Blackmans Flat. The facility will only be
concerned with the disposal of waste that is
generated from within the boundaries of the
Lithgow LGA. Development consent was
secured in 2006 for this facility.
Blackmans Flat Waste Management Facility
incorporates designs for a modern landfill and
an integrated waste transfer/resource recovery
facility.
The landfill is approved to receive 40,000
tonnes per year. The proposed landfill concept
3
design capacity is approximately 744,000 m ,
and would have a design life of 15 years.
The transfer station infrastructure will include a
waste deposition area, green waste area,
recyclables
area
and
one
two-way
weighbridge. It is expected to receive 1000
tonnes per annum, with scope for future
expansion if required. It would receive green
waste, scrap metal, recyclables, C&D and C&I
waste. The concept design includes in the
3
facility three 30m residual waste bins which
are anticipated to require pickup every 3 days
on average. The layout would accommodate
an additional two bins in future if required.
The consent for the construction has been
activated. However, the project has been
deferred because of the previously anticipated
22 years of available airspace remaining at the
Lithgow SWF.
Given the presence of the rudimentary rural
landfills and low key rural transfer stations in
the vicinity, it would be prudent to rationalise
the infrastructure situation by building the
transfer station component of the planned
Blackmans Flat Waste Management Facility,
close some of the minimalist facilities and
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upgrade others, given the travel distances
involved.
The transfer station component would be
considered as “Stage 1” of the Blackmans Flat
Waste Management Facility. To proceed, this
may require a modification of the existing
development consent. Consultation with the
RMS would be required to understand the
traffic management requirements and if an
intersection upgrade at the entrance to the
facility would be required.

4.3

FACILITIES TO SERVICE
RURAL AND REMOTE
RATEPAYERS

Arguably one of the most challenging
assignments is how to effectively manage the
small volumes of waste generated by
ratepayers located in rural and remote parts of
the LGA, such that the approach is
environmentally, socially and economically
sustainable.
An approach could be to bring forward
construction and operation of the transfer
station component of the Blackmans Flat
facility. This will require a modification of the
Blackmans Flat development consent. The
facility could have limited operating hours and
be staffed at those times. Offloaded MSW
could be regularly hauled to the Lithgow SWF
by the City or a third party provider. Resource
recovery materials could be stored here for
longer periods and transported to other
facilities by the City or a third party provider as
required.
Simultaneously, the small sub-standard rural
landfills and transfer stations nearby could be
progressively closed.
Potential issues include obtaining rural
landholder support for the plan, funding, an
increase in fly tipping and the logistics for
managing MSW transfers to the Lithgow SWF.

4.4

FINANCIAL
ARRANGEMENTS

4.4.1 Contractual Arrangements
The state of contractual arrangements can
greatly facilitate or conversely hinder the
delivery of the desired waste management
outcomes.
The two key contracts are arguably limiting the
ability of The City to introduce innovative or
different approaches to the management of
waste.
For instance the current HPH contract for the
operations and maintenance of the Lithgow
SWF is tied to the timing of having the
Blackmans Flat Waste Management Facility
operational. That is, there is a clause in the
contract that stipulates that the contract will be
re-tendered when Blackmans Flat is opened. It
would be prudent to re-negotiate the contact
sooner rather than later to introduce more
flexibility regarding management options for
the City.
The contract with JRR similarly imposes
limitations on the City regarding the transfer of
five TS hook bins from the rural transfer
stations.
This contract could also be revised to allow the
closure of the rural transfer stations and haul
waste to a modified Blackmans Flat transfer
station.

4.4.2 Grants
The NSW Government regularly provides
funds for the improvement of waste
management facilities and strategies at the
local government level. It would be prudent to
investigate the possibility of securing
OEH/EPA grants to help fund new capital
works.

4.4.3 Lithgow City Council
Resources
As part of the revision and realignment of the
waste management strategy for the LGA
moving forward it would be advantageous for
Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report
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the City to review the human resourcing
component its waste management services.
With the closure of the small rural landfills, the
City could restructure the rural landfill officer
position description to include being the
supervisor and weigh bridge attendant at the
Blackmans Flat facility and the hauling waste
bins to and from the transfer stations.

4.5

OTHER OPPORTUNITES

4.5.1 Recyclables
With the advent of the new container deposit
legislation it would be useful for the City to
explore whether the legislative change
provides a trigger mechanism for renegotiation
of the JRR contract and improve resource
recovery performance.
At present it is probably appropriate to
maintain the recyclables component of the
contract with JRR so the materials are hauled
to Sydney. During the next phase it would be
advisable to consider the feasibility of
upgrading the MRF to better manage
recyclables – perhaps on a regional basis
under the auspices of NetWaste.

4.5.2 Green waste

Allied with the paragraph above there is also a
need to examine the financial and operational
implications of the new EPA regulations
requiring pasteurisation/processing of green
waste and/or compost before it can be made
available to the public.
The issue also needs to be flagged in the
LEMP.

4.5.3 Other waste streams
Other small, special waste streams can
continue to be managed as per current
arrangements. In the event that the Lithgow
Transfer Station is built then these wastes (eg
waste oil, tyres, mattresses, E-waste, etc) can
be more effectively collected, stored and
managed. If a transfer station at Blackmans
Flat is built then the same principles can apply.

4.5.4 Other measures
a) Development controls
As part of development approval for any
development with a capex of over $100K, it
would be prudent to require pre-approved
waste management plans. This would then be
followed through by the City’s officers to
ensure compliance.
b) Waste data base

a) Residential collection
The City could review arrangements with
NetWaste regarding green waste management
and explore the feasibility of introducing a
household green waste collection service on a
fortnightly basis.
b) Reuse at the Lithgow SWF
The City is looking to process green waste for
use as material for inclusion in the final landfill
cover matrix and is being duly addressed as
part of the LEMP. It is understood Lithgow
SWF requires 3,000 tonnes per annum green
waste for the cell final cover material. This
option is being negotiated with the EPA and
would be in accordance with the Draft
Environmental Guidelines: Solid Waste
Landfills.
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Having a robust, transparent waste database
is crucial to being able to have confidence
when framing future waste management
strategies. It provides the baseline information
necessary to underpin future plans.
It would be prudent therefore to update the
Lithgow SWF weighbridge program to track
MSW, C&I, C&D, VENM, green, all categories
of dry recyclables, asbestos, special burials,
security wastes, etc. The new transfer station
at Lithgow should also have a robust waste
tracking database.
c) Council briefing paper
As a corporate governance initiative, it may be
prudent to prepare a briefing paper to full
Council informing it of the current status of
waste management in the LGA, documenting
Lithgow City Council

the current and emerging issues and outlining
future steps, beginning with a recommendation
that the City prepare a detailed feasibility study
to rationalise all waste management services
and facilities in the LGA, with a priority to
deliver an integrated facility network. The
scope of the recommended work could
include:
 determining the volumes of all main
categories of waste (MSW, C&I, C&D,
VENM, green, all the categories of dry
recyclables, asbestos, special wastes,
etc) both now and out 20 years;
 re-examining the remaining life of Lithgow
Landfill given increased waste volumes;
 examining current and predicted state
government policy;
 documenting the status of current waste
management facilities and what is
proposed;
 examining how resource recovery could
be enhanced in a financially viable way;
 examining costs compared to the funding
base;
 examining mechanisms to fund facility
planning, construction and operation ;
 suggesting locations of facilities; and
 documenting a construction and funding
schedule.

Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report
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5

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

WASTE
INFRASTRUCTURE
FEASIBILITY STUDY /
MASTER PLAN

5.1.1 Background and Imperative
It is recommended that the City undertake a
detailed feasibility study/master plan to fully
investigate all existing waste management
services and facilities in the LGA. Being
mindful of the wastes generated, this
investigation would have as a priority moving
forward deliver delivering an integrated facility
network that is efficient and effective and
provides a quality service to residents,
ratepayers and businesses.
Of critical importance is determining the
funding needs for the necessary infrastructure
and service provisions. The City will need to
consider its funding options – both short and
medium term - and plan budgets accordingly.
At present there are a number of uncertainties
regarding actual waste quantities and types
and the schedule for opening and closing
various waste management facilities. These
matters require detailed examination to enable
effective planning into the future.
Subjects of interest include:
a) Lithgow SWF:
Based on the current incoming waste volumes
and the expected tonnage increase if the small
rural landfills are closed, the Lithgow SWF’s
capacity is unlikely to stretch the 22 years that
was recently mooted in another study. The 22
year lifespan was calculated on the basis of
approximately 25,000 tonnes per annum being
received. However, the Lithgow SWF is currently
receiving approximately 45,000 tonnes per
annum and across the whole LGA there is
approximately 50,000 tonnes per annum being
received at all landfill sites, exclusive of VENM.
Future disposal tonnages will also depend on the
efficacy of measures to reduce waste volumes
being landfilled, the timing of operations of the
Lithgow Waste Strategy Review - Final Report

new Lithgow Transfer Station (yet to be built) and
a possible, proposed new transfer station at
Blackmans Flat and the timing of its
commencement of operations.
The robustness of the assumptions on which
the remaining lifespan of the Lithgow SWF is
based and how this will change over time
needs to be better understood. The robustness
of the assumptions on which the remaining
lifespan of the facility is based and how this will
change over time needs to be better
understood.
b) Proposed Blackmans Flat Waste
Management Facility
This site sits at the confluence of two
waterways and within the Sydney drinking
water catchment. As such, it has some
onerous requirements to meet the WaterNSW
(former Sydney Catchment Authority) approval
conditions regarding leachate management.
There are also some landholding opportunities
that could be explored with Energy Australia
and/or Centennial Coal in relation to resiting
the facility. It needs to be determined whether
this is feasible and whether there a more
suitable site nearby and if so, the implications
for the facility’s planning approval. These
matters should be resolved prior to any works
commencing on the current site.
The site is also only approved to receive up to
40,000 tonnes per year, which is less than the
45,000 tonnes per year currently received at
the Lithgow SWF, excluding VENM, and 50,000
tonnes per year excluding VENM inclusive of
the rural landfill receipts.
If the Stage 1 works were to proceed at the
current proposed site, the issue of whether a
modification is required to the existing consent
needs to be addressed along with determining
what the scope and extent of the works would
be, including the intersection upgrades, the
costs and the timing of providing the
infrastructure.
c) Rural Landfill Sites
The management of the rural landfill sites ties
into the construction or otherwise of Stage 1 of
the Blackmans Flat Waste Management
Facility. The issues centre predominantly on
18

which of the existing rural landfills would
transition to waste transfer stations and which
would close with the residents then being
serviced by Stage 1 of the Blackmans Flat
Waste Management Facility. Those primarily in
question are:
 Cullen Bullen;
 Wallerawang; and
 Portland.
Given the additional life identified in the 2017
filling plans and life analysis for the Portland
and Wallerawang landfills (Amaral, 2017a,
2017b and 2017c) the City’s can defer
construction of any works at the Blackmans
Flat site until these landfills have reached the
end of their operational life. This will ensure
the
rural
landfills
are
rehabilitated
progressively, providing financial saving to the
community.

 predicted future costs and revenue
compared to the current and predicted
funding base;
 funding mechanisms – local and state
government;
 locations of facilities;
 contractual arrangements for facilities and
service management so the City can
optimise flexibility and efficiency; and
 construction and funding schedule.
This feasibility study/master plan is
considered necessary to provide the detail
and granularity necessary to enable this
Waste Strategy Review report to be finalised.

5.2

INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

Landfilling operation at Cullen Bullen will cease
by 2019 when a final landform can be
achieved. The City will undertake further
consultation with the community of Cullen
Bullen to determine if a waste transfer station
will be constructed or if residence will take their
waste to the nearby Portland waste depot. ..

Based on this initial review there are a number
of infrastructure options which can be
tentatively considered as outlined below.

There is also a right-of-way at the existing
landfill at Wallerawang. If it is determined that
a waste transfer station should replace the
existing landfill, then the most suitable location
for the facility needs to be determined.

 Prioritise upgrade works to modernise the
Lithgow SWF and future operations
plans. Progress requires close liaison and
co-operation with the NSW EPA.

5.1.2 Scope

 Bring forward construction and operation
of the transfer station component of the
Blackmans Flat Waste Management
Facility (to be considered as ‘Stage 1’).
This will provide a modern waste
management facility in a central location
for rural residents to replace a number of
the unattended rural landfill sites and
small, unattended transfer facilities.
Resource recovery materials from rural
areas would be deposited here, with
MSW wastes required to be hauled to the
Lithgow SWF. A modification of the
existing development consent is likely to
be required for the project to be staged in
this manner.

The scope of work for an infrastructure
feasibility study / master plan would include:
 detailed quantification and classification
of waste types and volumes, both now
and out 20-30 years;
 current and predicted state government
policies relating to waste management ,
waste
minimisation
and
resource
recovery;
 waste facilities – current and proposed;
 community expectations;
 the applicability of regional approaches to
waste management;
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These need to be confirmed and made more
detailed and robust via an infrastructure
feasibility study/master plan.

 Prioritise construction and operation of
Lithgow Waste Transfer Station.

 Progressively close and remediate the
small rural landfills as scheduled.
 Review and renegotiate the two waste
management contracts (JRR and HPH) to
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improve cost effectiveness and to
rationalise operations so consistent with
the new waste management strategy.
More specifically:
 HPH contract: allow greater flexibility
independent of whether Blackmans Flat is
operational or not. This may require some
legal advise;
 JRR contract: allow greater flexibility
regarding all facets of the contract
including kerbside waste and recyclables
collection and hook bin management at
the rural transfer stations with the
potential for the City to take over the role
of bin servicing.

5.3

RECYCLABLES

 Virgin
Excavated
(VENM)

Natural

Material

 Asbestos
 Special Waste eg clinical waste
 Special Burials eg loads comprising of
specification goods and products
 Recycling Metal
 Recycling E-waste
 Recycling Cardboard/Paper
 Recycling Glass
The data base should also be updated to be
able to track where asbestos and any other
special wastes are buried.

Review the container deposit legislation to
determine if the City can use it as the trigger to
revise the JRR contract in light of
recommended changes above. Also use the
review to identify any legislative responsibilities
imposed on the City.
For the present time maintain the recyclables
contractual arrangements with JRR with the
materials hauled to Sydney. However in the
next phase of infrastructure planning it is
recommended the City consider the feasibility
of building a MRF to better manage
recyclables – perhaps on a regional basis
under the auspices of Netwaste.

5.4

WASTE DATA TRACKING

Modify the Lithgow SWF weighbridge data
base so it is adopting best practice standards
regarding the various waste streams to be
accurately recorded and weighed including:
 Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) – with
subcategories
 Commercial & Industrial (C&I) – with
subcategories
 Construction & Demolition (C&D)- with
subcategories
 Green Waste
 Excavated Natural Material (ENM)
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APPENDIX A – KERBSIDE COLLECTION ROUTES
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Figure 1 Capertee Kerbside Collection Route
Lithgow City Council

Figure 2 Clarence Kerbside Collection Route
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Figure 3 Cullen Bullen Kerbside Collection Route
Lithgow City Council

Figure 4 Hartley & Little Hartley Kerbside Collection Route
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Figure 5 Lidsdale & Blackmans Flat Kerbside Collection Route
Lithgow City Council

Figure 6 Lithgow Kerbside Collection Route
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Figure 7 North Lithgow Collection Route(overview)
Lithgow City Council

Figure 8 Portland Collection Route
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Figure 9 Rydal Collection Route
Lithgow City Council

Figure 10 South Collection Route
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Figure 11 Wallerawang Collection Route
Lithgow City Council

APPENDIX B – REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Waste infrastructure planning and management have long been recognised as significant issues at
both the State and Local Government levels in NSW, evidenced by the number of related statutes,
which include the:
 Local Government Act 1993;
 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979;
 Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000;
 Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991;
 Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997;
 Protection of the Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 1996;
 Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001;
 Contaminated Land Management Act 1997;
 Public Sector Employment and Management (Environment and Conservation) Order 2003; and
 State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007.
Waste management legislation is complex, and detailed examination of regulations surrounding the
provision of waste-related services and infrastructure development is required to ensure statutory
compliance. In addition to statutes, the Environment Protection Authority of NSW (NSW EPA) has
produced Environmental Guidelines for Solid Waste Landfills and Environmental Guidelines for the
Assessment, Classification and Management of Liquid and Non-Liquid Wastes to assist operators in
meeting environmental obligations.

COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATION
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (NGER Act)
The National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (NGER Act) established a single national
framework for reporting and disseminating company information about greenhouse gas emissions,
energy production, energy consumption and other information.
A controlling corporation is required to report on all facilities under the operational control of members
of its corporate group if it meets a corporate threshold. This includes facilities that meet a facility
threshold and those that do not. The corporate level threshold is 50kt CO2-e of greenhouse gas
emissions or 200 TJ of energy for the first reporting year. Corporations that meet an NGER threshold
must report their:


greenhouse gas emissions



energy production



energy consumption, and



other information specified under NGER legislation.

Council has sought professional assistance in order to determine its potential liability under the NGER
Act and can advise that the total emissions of its operations and facilities will be under the 50,000
tonnes of CO2-e annual threshold. The City should review annual emissions and compliance annually.
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STATE LEGISLATION
An overview of NSW-based legislation, regulation and policy relevant to waste management planning
for Lithgow Council is presented below.

Local Government Act 1993
Under Chapter 6 of the Local Government Act 1993, Councils’ non-regulatory functions include the
provision, management or operation of “waste removal, treatment and disposal services and facilities”.
S. 496 provides for the application of a levy to domestic waste management services. Significantly,
s.504 of the Act prescribes not only how the cost of services is to be recovered, but also broadly, the
level of these charges. This may limit a Council’s ability to pursue more expensive waste management
options, which might result in a significant increase in their annual waste charges. S. 510 provides a
maximum annual charge for domestic waste management services.
Subsection (1) states that a Council must not apply income from an ordinary rate towards the cost of
providing domestic waste management’s services; however, subsection (1A) allows income from an
ordinary rate to be lent (by way of internal loan) for use by Council in meeting the cost of providing
domestic waste management services. Other sections of the Act relate to Councils’ authority to
approve (or otherwise) management of waste (s.68, part C), and a requirement to include wasterelated issues within the Environmental section of Annual Reports (s.428 (2) (c) (v)).

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
Section 91 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 links development consent for
waste facilities above nominated threshold levels, being “integrated developments”, to approvals
prescribed within the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.
Specifically, environment protection licences must be sought to authorise the carrying out of
scheduled activities at any premises described as a waste facility that receives in excess of the
prescribed quantity of waste annually.

Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000
The Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 sets forth the steps that are required to
gain development consent for the establishment or alteration of new and existing developments or
activities. This includes the lodgement of Development Applications (DAs), accompanying information
requirements and associated charges. Notably, Part 1, Schedule 3 (Item 32) of this regulation sets
threshold criteria for designated developments. Here, waste management facilities or works are taken
to be those that “store, treat, purify or dispose of waste or sort, process, recycle, recover, use or reuse
material from waste”. More specifically, waste management facilities or works:
1(a) that dispose (by landfilling, incinerating, storing, placing or other means) of solid or liquid waste:
(i)

that includes any substance classified in the Australian Dangerous Goods Code or
medical, cytotoxic or quarantine waste, or

(ii)

that comprises more than 100,000 tonnes of ''clean fill'' (such as soil, sand, gravel, bricks
or other excavated or hard material) in a manner that, in the opinion of the consent
authority, is likely to cause significant impacts on drainage or flooding, or

(iii)

that comprises more than 1,000 tonnes per year of sludge or effluent, or

(iv)

that comprises more than 200 tonnes per year of other waste material, or
Lithgow City Council

1(b) that sort, consolidate or temporarily store waste at transfer stations or materials recycling facilities
for transfer to another site for final disposal, permanent storage, reprocessing, recycling, use or reuse
and:
(v)

that handle substances classified in the Australian Dangerous Goods Code or medical,
cytotoxic or quarantine waste, or

(vi)

that have an intended handling capacity of more than 10,000 tonnes per year of waste
containing food or livestock, agricultural or food processing industries waste or similar
substances, or

(vii)

that have an intended handling capacity of more than 30,000 tonnes per year of waste
such as glass, plastic, paper, wood, metal, rubber or building demolition material, or

1(c) that purify, recover, reprocess or process more than 5,000 tonnes per year of solid or liquid
organic materials, or
1(d) that are located:
(i)

in or within 100 metres of a natural water body, wetland, coastal dune field or
environmentally sensitive area, or

(ii)

in an area of high water table, highly permeable soils, acid sulphate, sodic or saline soils,
or

(iii)

within a drinking water catchment, or

(iv)

within a catchment of an estuary where the entrance to the sea is intermittently open, or

(v)

on a floodplain, or

(vi)

within 500 metres of a residential zone or 250 metres of a dwelling not associated with the
development and, in the opinion of the consent authority, having regard to topography and
local meteorological conditions, are likely to significantly affect the amenity of the
neighbourhood by reason of noise, visual impacts, air pollution (including odour, smoke,
fumes or dust), vermin or traffic.

As a result, Part 1 of Schedule 3 of this regulation requires that for facilities exceeding these threshold
levels, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) needs to be prepared to accompany a DA to
establish a new or alter an existing development. Within the EIS, consideration must be given to
alternatives to carrying out the development or activity, environmental effects, measures to mitigate
adverse effects and justification for the development. The effect of this regulation is that it introduces a
rigorous assessment process for the establishment of new (designated) waste facilities or the
alteration of existing waste operations. Thus extensive study and planning must be carried out in order
to gain development consent for proposed facilities. This often introduces a significant cost and time
factors into establishing major facilities. For those developments which are not deemed to be
designated developments i.e. those not exceeding threshold requirements, Part 1 subclause (1)(c) of
this Regulation requires that development applications must be accompanied by a Statement of
Environmental Effects (SEE).

Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991
The objectives of the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991 are:
a) to constitute the Environment Protection Authority (EPA);
b) to provide integrated administration for environment protection; and
c) to require the Authority to perform particular tasks in relation to the quality of the environment,
environmental audit and reports on the state of the environment.
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Within this Part 3 of this Act, the objectives of the EPA are stated as being:
6 (1) (a) to protect, restore and enhance the quality of the environment in New South Wales,
having regard to the need to maintain ecologically sustainable development; and
6. (1) (b) to reduce the risks to human health and prevent the degradation of the environment.
Notably, Part 4 of the Act outlines the responsibilities and powers of the EPA including its
responsibility for reporting on the state of the environment every 3 years. Of particular relevance to
Councils is Part 4 Section 12 in which the EPA is assigned the power of direction to any public
authority. Specifically, the EPA may from time to time:
12. (1) (a) direct any public authority to do anything within the powers of the public authority
which will, in the opinion of the Authority, contribute to environment protection; or
12. (1) (b) direct any public authority to cease doing anything which, in the opinion of the
Authority, adversely affects environment protection.
However, it should be noted that the power of direction is subject to a consultation process as laid
out in the remainder of Section 12.

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 is a key legislative instrument in the overall
management of waste and its effects on the environment. This is evident from its direct reference to
the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001 (s.3 (g)). This Act forms a key instrument in the
permitting and operating of waste facilities, specifying licences, operating documentation, operating
standards, and remedies for waste-related activities, which may include remediation works. The Act
prescribes the licensing requirements and environmental standards to which facilities conducting
scheduled activities should operate. Specifically, Schedule 1 of this Act lists solid waste landfills
receiving over 5,000 tonnes per year of solid waste, or solid waste and inert waste, as EPA-licensed
activities. The meaning of solid wastes is further defined in Schedule 1, Part 4. Additionally,
composting facilities must be licensed where they have more than 2,000 tonnes of organics on site at
one time or where they have more than 5,000 tonnes of non-putrescible organics or more than 200
tonnes of putrescible organics (outside of the regulated area).
A notable feature of this Act is the system of penalties ranging from Tier 1 offences for wilful or
negligent (criminal) acts of environmental damage, through to Tier 3 offences against the Act or
regulations referred to within the Act. Tier 2 and 3 offences are strict liability offences, often
resulting in a monetary fine. This system of penalties reflects the seriousness with which the NSW
EPA views acts of environmental pollution. Coupled with broad descriptions of breaches e.g. a person
must not pollute, cause or permit waters to be polluted (s.120), the Act imposes a heavy
responsibility on individuals and corporations to ensure that the environment is not harmed as a
consequence of its activities.
In terms of ensuring adherence to relevant environmental standards and licence requirements,
Chapter 7 of this Act details the investigative powers of the NSW Environment Protection Authority
and its officers. Here, an authorised officer may enter any premises at where the officer reasonably
suspects that pollution has been, is being or is likely to be caused. In addition, evidentiary search
powers are assigned to authorised officers in carrying out their investigations.
The POEO Act establishes the waste and environment levy (the levy) which is payable by scheduled
waste facilities (those requiring a licence) in the regulated area (see below) and state wide for
intractable liquid waste. The levy applies to waste disposed to landfill or intractable liquid waste
facilities. The solid waste levy applies in the regulated area of NSW which is made up of the Sydney
Metropolitan Area, the Illawarra and Hunter regions and, as of July 2009, the central and north coast
local government areas to the Queensland border as well as the Blue Mountains, Wingecarribee and
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Wollondilly local government areas. A flat levy is charged on solid waste regardless of the type of
waste, but the rate varies across the three geographical regions.
It is to be noted that payment of the levy does occur in the Lithgow Local Government Area should
waste be transported from Sydney or the other regulated areas for disposal at a licensed landfill.
Section 88 of the Act requires payment of contributions by the license holder of the waste facility.
Two of Lithgow City Council’s landfills are licensed. The payment of the levy outside is to deter the
disposal of waste outside of the regulated areas in an attempt to avoid the landfill disposal costs.
In the Metropolitan Levy Area (MLA), the levy commenced at $0.51 per tonne in 1971 and is
currently $135.70 per tonne. In the Regional Levy Area (RLA) the levy is currently $78.20 per tonne.
Lithgow is not within either the MLA or RLA but waste transported from those areas still attracts the
levy.
The levy works by increasing the cost of waste disposal, thereby providing a strong economic
incentive to reduce waste generation and promote resource recovery. The levy is designed to
discourage landfill disposal and drive resource recovery investment. As the levy increases, it
encourages waste generators to review their practices and makes recycling options more financially
viable in comparison to landfill.

Protection of the Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 1996
The Protection of the Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 1996 establishes requirements
relating to non-licensed waste facilities, waste activities and transporters. These requirements relate
primarily to operation and reporting. The regulation also details financial contributions by occupiers of
scheduled waste facilities and monitoring requirements.

Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001
The Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001 sets forth the State’s overall objectives in the
responsible and sustainable management of waste. It is notable that the waste hierarchy has been
enshrined within the objects of the Act i.e.
3(b) (i) Avoidance of unnecessary resource consumption;
3(b) (ii) Resource recovery (including reuse, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery); and
3(b) (iii) Disposal.
The hierarchy discourages consumption and encourages resource recovery in its many forms, thereby
placing an increased emphasis on alternative technologies for recovering resources and treating
waste.

Contaminated Land Management Act 1997
The Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 establishes a process of investigating and (where
appropriate) remediating land in areas where contamination presents a significant risk of harm to
human health or some other aspect of the environment. Most significantly, it sets out accountabilities
for managing contamination if a significant risk of harm is identified, which includes a hierarchy of
liability for land contamination.
This is evidenced by s.9 (3) (d) (i) which states that “those who generate pollution and waste should
bear the cost of containment, avoidance or abatement”. Hence there is a clear link with managing
waste in a responsible and sustainable manner. Here, it is understood that the NSW EPA has served
remediation orders on Local Councils held to be responsible for the contamination of land which is
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deemed to present a significant risk of harm. It is further understood that one such notice specifically
related to a former waste disposal facility which was previously operated by a Sydney metropolitan
Council and requires it to remediate the site at Council’s cost. As a result, a clear link has been
established between contaminated land which presents significant risk of harm and the past and
present activities of local councils. Furthermore, given the increasingly stringent environmental
standards for "polluting" activities, the issuing of such a notice has the ability to impose significant
financial burden upon a local Government and its constituents.
On 10 December 2003, this Act was amended by the assent of the Contaminated Land Management
Amendment Act 2003. Whilst this Act deals mainly with the accreditation of site auditors, it also
includes an amendment which enables the recovery in court, of a portion of investigation costs from
those who have had partial responsibility for the contamination of land.
On 1 January 2015, this Act was amended by the assent of the Protection of the Environment
Legislation Amendment Act 2014. This Act increases the maximum penalties for certain offences and
enables the EPA to require a person to whom a management order is directed to provide a financial
assurance to secure or guarantee funding for or towards the carrying out of an action required under
the order.

GUIDELINES
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) assists the NSW Government, local
councils and the communities they support by simplifying the process for providing infrastructure like
schools, hospitals, roads, railways, emergency services, water supply, electricity delivery and waste
management facilities. The ISEPP includes specific planning provisions and development controls for
25 types of infrastructure works or facilities. It plays a key part delivering the NSW Government’s
infrastructure works.
Division 23 of the ISEPP outlines the conditions under which a waste or resource management facility
may be approved. This includes waste management facilities, waste transfer stations and recycling
centres. Such developments may be approved if the consent authority considers that there is a
suitable level of resource recovery, that the design and operation comply with best practice, that the
design maximises landfill gas capture, that the land is suitable for the purpose, that there are no land
conflicts, and that transport links to the landfill are optimised to reduce the environmental and social
impacts associated with transporting waste to the landfill.

Environmental Guidelines: Solid Waste Landfills
The purpose of the Environmental Guidelines: Solid Waste Landfills (Guidelines) is to “launch” a
consistent and environmentally responsible approach to managing landfills across NSW. The NSW
Office of Environment and Heritage (EPA) holds the view that such an approach is vital to instilling
community confidence in landfilling activities and avoiding extremely costly land remediation
programs. As a result, rather than prescribing actions or designing specifications and standards, OEH
(EPA) has selected a performance-based criteria approach for its Guidelines to promote and achieve
the best environmental outcomes for the effective treatment and disposal of waste.
The Guidelines assume five principal environmental management techniques for landfills, which an
owner / occupier must consider in order to achieve the best environmental outcome.
1.

Site selection;

2.

Design and construction;
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3.

Monitoring;

4.

Site operations management; and

5.

Remediation and post closure management.

The Guidelines focus on environmental management during the planning process and actual life of a
landfill, by providing an outline of issues and goals that need to be managed. These include a system
for regulating landfills and some current techniques for managing these issues. From this, current
and future occupiers of landfills are required to acknowledge the environmental issues they are
expected to manage, recognise goals and performance levels expected of them, and consider their
strategic approach to landfilling throughout the life cycle of a landfill facility.

Draft Environmental Guidelines: Solid Waste Landfills
These guidelines provide guidance for the environmental management of landfills in NSW by
specifying a series of best practice measures called ‘Minimum Standards’. They involve a mix of
design and construction techniques, effective site operations, monitoring and reporting protocols, and
post-closure management.
One of the standards in this guideline, which has changed from earlier practice is that daily cover
material should be virgin excavated natural material in the form of soil. A minimum cover depth of 150
mm is required. At all times, at least 2 weeks’ cover material should be available at the landfill. If this
material cannot be won on-site, a stockpile of daily cover material should be maintained adjacent to
the tip face.
The guidelines also contain directions relating to the sealing of a landfill with an evapotranspiration
cap (or phytocap). Such caps must be prepared in accordance with recognised guidelines, and require
accurate calculations and modelling to ensure that factors such as rainfall percolation, soil, vegetation
and climate are properly accounted for. All such proposals must be first considered by the EPA. There
are also specific and detailed requirements relating to soil and vegetation selection, and monitoring
requirements.

Environmental Guidelines: Assessment, Classification & Management of Liquid & Non-liquid
Waste
The purpose of these environmental guidelines is to provide general assistance to parties generating,
storing, transporting, treating, processing, reprocessing or disposing of waste to fulfil their licensing
requirements. As such, the document draws together common issues relating to liquid and nonliquid wastes. The guideline outlines:
 the obligations of those required to hold licences as well the general environmental obligations of
those who do not need a licence,
 the classification and assessment process for both liquid and non-liquid wastes
 the rules set out within the Waste Regulation for the management of liquid and non-liquid wastes
once they have been classified, as well as discussing good management practices and the
constraints on sending particular wastes to certain landfill facilities,
 common issues arising from the classification and management of waste, drawing out some
implicit and explicit linkages between various aspects of waste regulation and discusses these in
relation other aspects of environmental regulation. These take the form of general answers to
common questions including:


the handling of chemical waste;
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the extent to which a generator is responsible for the assessment and classification of
waste;



sampling and testing of waste;



relevant documents;



acid sulphate soils in landfills.
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OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
National Waste Policy
The National Waste Policy builds on the 1992 National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable
Development commitments to improve the efficiency with which resources are used, reduce the
impact on the environment of waste disposal, and improve the management of hazardous wastes,
avoiding their generation and addressing clean-up issues. It also seeks to enhance, build on, or
complement, existing policy and actions at all levels of government.
To achieve these outcomes, the policy sets six key directions and identifies 16 priority strategies to
guide, direct and complement the actions of individual jurisdictions. The strategies are designed to:
 provide a coherent, comprehensive national framework for waste management, resource
recovery and the avoidance of waste over the next decade
 enable Australia to meet its international obligations in regard to the management of hazardous
wastes and substances and persistent organic pollutants into the future and reduce the risk and
legacy for future generations
 address market impediments and streamline the regulatory frameworks so that national
companies and small businesses can operate effectively and efficiently and manage products
and materials responsibly during and at end of life
 provide national leadership on waste and resource recovery where it is needed and facilitate
collaboration between the states on national issues.
 contribute to climate change, sustainability, innovation and employment opportunities, and
 be high impact and cost effective by setting clear national directions and through collaborative,
carefully targeted action that incrementally builds on the existing efforts of governments over a
ten year period.

NSW Container Deposit Scheme
From July 2017 NSW will commence a container deposit scheme. Under the NSW Container Deposit
Scheme (CDS), people will be able to return eligible beverage containers for recycling in exchange for
a 10-cent refund. A network of collection depots and reverse vending machines will open across NSW
to receive empty beverage containers and deliver the 10-cent refund.
Councils will have the opportunity to participate in the operation of collection depots and in helping to
inform the community about the scheme. Householders will have a choice to either continue disposing
of their eligible beverage containers using their domestic recycling bins or return them to a collection
depot or reverse vending machine to claim the 10-cent refund.
Eligible containers in the kerbside recycling will be able to be redeemed. The redemption mechanisms
and the distribution of the refund and handling fees will be determined by the Implementation Working
Group, which will be established by the NSW Environment Minister. This will result in savings that are
likely to help councils improve their waste services and pass reduced council rates on to
householders.
Councils can apply to operate collection depots. Alternatively, councils can choose to make their
facilities available for others – such as charities, community groups or social enterprises – to run, for
fundraising opportunities or to help provide a service to their local community.
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NSW EPA: Industry Sector Rural Waste Landfills Compliance Performance Report - December
2002
As part of its Industry Sector Compliance Audit Program, the then NSW EPA (now OEH) conducted
compliance audits of 30 rural landfill facilities across NSW. Waste disposal facilities within the
NetWaste region that were audited include:

1.

Bathurst Waste Management Centre - Bathurst City Council;

2.

Daroobalgie Waste Dept - Forbes Shire Council;

3.

Glenlogan Road Landfill Facility - Cowra Shire Council; and

4.

Mudgee Waste Disposal Depot - Mudgee Shire Council.

It should be noted that three of the four facilities audited are located in the Eastern subregion. The
objectives of the audits were to address each facility's compliance with the statutory instruments
issued to it and with legislation administered by the NSW EPA, and to outline a program of follow-up
actions needed to address non-compliances and to improve environmental performance. The key
issues identified from the audits related to:
 prevention of air pollution;
 prevention of water pollution;
 land management and conservation;
 prevention of hazards and loss of amenity;
 monitoring; and
 administrative requirements.
It is understood from OEH (EPA) that this program of auditing rural landfills is likely to continue. At this
stage, it is not known whether this program will focus solely on licensed facilities or whether nonlicensed facilities will also be audited.

Extended Producer Responsibility Statement 2004.
In March 2004, the then DEC (now OEH) released the Extended Producer Responsibility Priority
Statement 2004.
This document identifies 16 wastes of concern with nine of these wastes receiving priority focus. The
intention of this statement is to put the industries producing the identified waste on notice to act to
reduce the amount and/or impact of their products in the waste stream. The criteria used to identify
waste of concern suited to management by Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) schemes were:
 detrimental environmental and/or public health impacts resulting from the recovery and/or
disposal of the product;
 total volume of the waste requiring disposal and/or the percentage of the waste stream it
comprises;
 potential for waste avoidance, reuse or beneficial resource recovery;
 potential to contaminate waste streams and limit opportunities for resource recovery;
 likelihood of illegal disposal through dumping or littering;
 level of community concern about the waste; and
 extent to which EPR is the appropriate tool for managing the waste.
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In determining the extent to which EPR is the appropriate tool for managing a particular waste,
consideration was given to whether:
 there are clearly identifiable producers;
 the producers have a reasonable capacity to take action;
 there is a well structure or organised industry sector; and
 there is a capacity to influence the whole supply chain.

Using the above assessment criteria, OEH has identified the following 16 wastes of concern that are
suitable for management by EPR schemes:
1.

computers;

2.

televisions;

3.

used tyres;

4.

nickel cadmium batteries, excluding mobile phone batteries;

5.

plastic bags;

6.

agricultural / veterinary chemicals

7.

agricultural / veterinary chemical containers;

8.

mobile phones and batteries;

9.

packaging waste, excluding plastic bags;

10. cigarette litter;
11. electrical products, excluding computers, televisions and mobile phones;
12. end-of-life vehicle residuals;
13. household hazardous and chemical wastes;
14. office paper;
15. polyvinyl chloride (PVC); and
16. treated timber.
Extended Producer responsibility is now supported through the National Waste Management
Strategy as well (refer section 2.1.4).

LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
From the above legislation, regulations and policies, it is clear that the effective and responsible
management of waste is a clear and important objective of the NSW Government. Furthermore, it may
be seen that appropriately managed waste streams are increasingly being viewed as potential
resources and therefore increasing efforts are being made to recover resources with the result of
maximising environmental sustainability.
Along with the encouragement of responsible waste management, there is an increasing "tightening"
of legislation to deal with parties (including Local Governments) causing environmental degradation as
a result of poor waste management practices. This is evidenced by the numerous guidelines and
associated reporting requirements and has seen the formation of hierarchies of responsibility along
with the assignment of substantial penalties for environmental breaches or where a risk of significant
harm is believed to exist. These point to an increasing requirement for those assigned with the
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responsibility of managing waste to ensure that their operations incorporate mechanisms to deal with
risk in a pro-active manner. Such mechanisms include constant monitoring of facilities, maintenance
and updating of operating practices / procedures and long term planning to meet future requirements.
It is increasingly recognised that manufacturers need to exercise some degree of responsibility for the
wastes which result from the consumption of their products. This is being considered in the
development and implementation of extended producer responsibilities and stewardship schemes.
The NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy 2010 provides a framework for reducing
waste and making better use of resources. A number of strategies proposed in the current plan will
support and assist local governments in reducing waste to landfill.
The introduction of a waste and environment levy in NSW from July 2009 under the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997, in the Metropolitan Levy Area (MLA) and Regional Levy Area
(RLA) has resulted in significant financial increases to dispose of waste in Sydney, Wollongong,
Newcastle and the Blue Mountains. Prices have recently increased to $135.70 per tonne with
companies now looking at ways to reduce the amount of waste to landfill or more competitive
landfilling options.
An increase in the fee also has the potential to increase the likelihood of illegal dumping as people try
to avoid the additional costs.
Lithgow City Council does not currently have to pay the levy for locally disposed waste; however,
waste being transported for disposal from the regulated areas is subject to the fee. Council therefore
needs to understand the source of materials bought for disposal, particularly privately delivered larger
loads of construction and demolition materials. A tracking system needs to be in place to log such
materials and then to issue payment of the levy to the NSW State Government.
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APPENDIX C – REVIEW OF 2011-2016 STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
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Recommendation
Management
(9.1)
1

Management
(9.1)
2

Action

Priority

Establish tracking system to identify disposal of
waste from Regulated areas and payment of the
Levy to State Government and to ensure waste from 1
outside the Local Government Area is not accepted
at the Lithgow SWF.

Undertake a review of current contracts in line with
the strategies to be implemented
1

Timeframe

Status

2011 - 2012

No waste from outside the LGA
is accepted at the Lithgow SWF

2011 - 2012

Ongoing; current JRR contract
runs from November 2013 to
November 2023;
HPH contractual arrangements
dependant on Blackmans Flat
facility becoming operational.

3

Management
(9.1)

Review of resources to be undertaken to manage
new or modified waste management systems.
2

Landfills (9.2.1)
Blackmans Flat to be viewed as a best practice
facility and to incorporate a range of waste 3
technologies for a facility in 2021.

4

5

2012-2013

Ongoing as part of Council’s
integrated
planning
and
reporting process.

2011 (concept Construction of Blackmans Flat
deign)
delayed due to the revised
Lithgow landfill plan.
2015-2016
(review waste
and landfilling
best practice)

Landfills (9.2.1)

Activate development consent for Blackman’s Flat
1
prior to December 2011.

2011

Has been activated.

Landfills (9.2.2)

Extend the life of Lithgow SWF for at least Stage 1
and 2. Consider including the required infrastructure 1
for improved reuse / recycling opportunities.

2011 - 2012

Lithgow SWF life extended with
revised plan.

6
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Lithgow waste transfer plans

Recommendation

Action

Priority

Timeframe

Status
have been developed

Landfills (9.2.3)

2011-2012

Some rural landfill closures
have been delayed; revised
target
dates
set.
Council
continuing to review wastes
services for these areas.
Consultation to be undertaken
before any closures.

Transfer Stations Residents of Capertee be consulted on the closure
(9.3)
of the landfill in 2018 and their potential use of a
3
transfer station if constructed

2015 - 2016

As per item 7 above.

Develop transfer station at Glen Davis/Glen Alice to
coincide with the closure of Glen Davis landfill in 2
2013

2012 - 2013

As per item 7 above.

9

10

A transfer station is included in the development of
Blackman’s Flat and this be developed as a first
stage of the facility with infrastructure constructed to 1
be easily transferrable to the new facility when it is
fully commissioned

11

Design the new transfer stations with recycling of a
2
range of materials in mind

2011 - 2016

As per item 7 above.

12

Consideration be given to the upgrade of the existing 2
three transfer stations to provide the opportunity for

2011 - 2016

The City is continuing to review
wastes services for these areas.

7

8

Undertake community engagement and education on
the closure of the landfills and progress with Landfill 1
closures according to closure plans

To
be This option is being considered
determined
as part of this revised waste
following
management strategy.
community
Consultation to be undertaken
consultation
before
any
development
commences.
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Recommendation

Action

Priority

Timeframe

Status

Include requirements within the planning for the
Blackmans Flat facility measures for the
3
management
of
organic
materials
through
composting.

2014 - 2015

See item 10 above.

2011 - 2012

14

Prepare proposal to consolidate the current kerbside
collection scheme in the short term by replacing the
recycling crate with a bin. Seek costs for the 1
provision of the service and any upgrade
requirements of the MRF.

Under the current JRR contract,
fortnightly kerbside collections in
the urban and village zones of
240L MSW MGBs containing
mixed recyclables

2016 +

Not yet commenced.

15

Prepare proposal for an ultimate upgrade to a 3 bin
kerbside collection scheme in the long term. Seek
costs for the provision of the service and upgrade 3
requirements of the MRF, greenwaste operations
etc.
Undertake community engagement on the kerbside
collection services and preferred options and 1
commitment for implementation

2011 - 2012

Not yet commenced.

16

17

Continue the biannual Clean up Collection service

2011 - 2016

Ongoing

Review the opportunities for the collection of
organics within the kerbside collection service and 3
new transfer stations.

2016+

Not yet commenced.

18

Undertake a review of the C&D received to landfill
sites and determine whether Council itself, can sort, 3
crush and either sell or reuse the materials in road

2016+

Not yet commenced.

recycling and materials separation

13

Kerbside
Collection
Services (9.4)

C&D (9.5)
19
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1

Recommendation

Action

Priority

Timeframe

Status

base or drainage materials.
Identify the opportunities to partner with C&I
organisations in educating the community on waste
management and minimisation. This can particularly
3
be the case regarding plastic bag usage or in the
case of larger grocery organisations the minimisation
of food wastes.

2011 - 2016

City to comment

Continue to support and utilise the annual Netwaste
organised program for the collection and disposal of 2
household hazardous waste.

2011 - 2016

Ongoing

2013 - 2014

Within the design of the Waste
Transfer Station for each of
these sites space for a CRC is
provided. This will be dependent
of EPA funding. Until this time
the City will provide an annual
household chemical cleanout
service

Continue to support the Netwaste organised annual
3
program for the collection and recycling of E-waste.

2011 - 2016

Ongoing

Paper/ cardboard Continue the current collection of paper and
cardboard and recycling services. Allow for paper
1
and cardboard collection at the Waste transfer
stations

2011 - 2016

Ongoing;

20

HHW (9.7)
21

Install a hazardous waste store at the Lithgow SWF
to allow for the safe collection of chemicals and other
items such as batteries, gas bottles, paints and
2
mercury fluorescent tubes over the year.

22

A similar store should also be included in the future
development for Blackmans Flat.

Resource
Recovery (9.8)
23

24

E-waste

No collection at the at the waste
transfer stations
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Recommendation

Action

Priority

Greenwaste

25

Continue with this contract for its agreed term

Timeframe

Status

2011 - 2016

City provides a green waste
collection service during the
growing season. This occurs in
October, December, February
and April.

2

This
material
is
retained
separate to the landfill but
buried as part of the landfill at
present.
Mattresses
26

Plastic bags
27

Explore any potential opportunities for collection and
3
recycling in the future as they become available.
Council to work with retailers and food suppliers to
reduce the use of plastic bags through community 3
education

Tyres

2012 - 2016

Not yet commenced; there is not
a large number of mattresses
disposed of

2012 - 2016

No yet implemented, could be
part of future programs.

2011 - 2012

The statistics indicate a total of
33 tyres landfilled in the 201516
financial
year.
No
arrangements for alternative
disposal methods put in place
yet.

2011 - 2016

Ongoing;

Confirm the number of tyres disposed to Lithgow
SWF. Investigate the disposal method for
2
commercial tyres in the area and seek possible
alliances for the disposal / reuse of all tyres.

28

Steel
29
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Continue with the arrangements already in place for
the collection and recycling of scrap metal. Facilities
2
should be provided for collection at transfer stations
and Blackmans Flat.

No facilities
stations.

at

See item 10 above.

the

transfer

Recommendation
Event
management
30

Action

Priority

Status

2012 - 2013

Currently has a Recycling and
Public Place Recycling Program
at City events such as
Halloween provided through the
waste education contractor.

2012 - 2013

Community
consultation
undertaken
by
Envirocom,
supported by the JRR contract.

Establish a policy and protocol for waste-wise events
3
for both Council and community run events.

Education (9.9)

31

Timeframe

Develop a long term community (residential, schools,
commercial and Industrial) engagement and
education plan covering waste minimisation,
2
recycling / reuse and the future services of Council
regarding closure of landfills, the development of
transfer stations and new landfill sites.

Additional
community
consultation will be required as
the City progresses landfill
closures. The communication
mechanisms are in place to
manage this.
2011 - 2016

Ongoing
Through the JRR contract,
ongoing education undertaken.

32

Council does participate in
media promotions of Netwaste
activities although these are
limited.

Identify and utilise where possible education
opportunities and programs offered through 3
Netwaste, OEH and other government departments

There are possibilities for
additional education with other
agencies if resources allow.
33

Carbon
Investigate the possibility of the inclusion of methane 3
management(9.1 gas collection, extraction and reuse system,

2016+

Not yet commenced. Unlikely to
be included in Blackmans Flat
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Recommendation
0)
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Action
including costs to understand the capital
requirements and potential pay backs for the
Blackmans Flat Facility.

Priority

Timeframe

Status
Facility

Lithgow City Council
Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Master Plan
November 2016
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Project purpose

Lithgow City Council (Council) is considering the future of its waste management facilities. The
main waste facility, the landfill on Up Road north of Lithgow, has a life of about 17 years after
which waste will be sent to a new facility at Blackmans Flat, about 20 km further north. The
Lithgow site currently accepts about 42,700 tonnes per year.
Council also operates a network of small landfills and transfer stations at:
Wallerawang

Glen Davis

Portland

Hampton

Capertee

Meadow Flat and

Cullen Bullen

Tarana.

The development of filled and unfilled areas at the current Lithgow site will mean that small
vehicles will no longer be able to use the main tip face and that a transfer facility for these
customers will have to be developed off-site.
The transfer station will accept waste from Lithgow, serve as a drop off location for small
residential vehicles only and to increase household recycling. All kerbside, large vehicles and
commercial waste customers would continue to use the main landfill.
This feasibility study has two main elements; a siting study to identify a suitable location for the
new facility and the development of a concept design for the site to show what elements could
be accommodated at the site and how they might be efficiently arranged. These two elements
combined will form the Waste Transfer Station Master Plan (Master Plan).
Council requires that the new site:
Have a 50-100 year life
Comply with current zoning and permissibility constraints
Be able to accommodate:
– A transfer area for small vehicles
– Community Recycling Centre
– Household recyclables drop off
– Stockpile areas for waste concrete, scrap metal and green waste and
– E-waste storage
Allow an efficient and safe relationship between the site activities and
Have safe and easy site access.
Council identified three sites for investigation:
Site A – An area next to Up Road between the current sewerage treatment plant (STP)
and evaporation ponds
Site B – Council owned land also next to Up Road and south of Site A, which contractor
JR Richards is currently using and
Site C – A site on the corner of Up Road and Geordie Street.
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1.2

Scope and limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Lithgow City Council and may only be used and
relied on by Lithgow City Council for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Lithgow City
Council as set out in this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Lithgow City Council arising in
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent
legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Lithgow City Council and
others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD has
not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept
liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the
report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.
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2.

Relevant policies, legislation and
guidelines
2.1

Legislative context

The key pieces of legislation relevant to the management of waste in NSW are the:
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (PoEO Act)
Protection of the Environment Operations Waste Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and
Waste and Resource Recovery Act 2001.

2.2

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

2.2.1

Definition of waste

Schedule 5 of the PoEO Act defines waste as:
(a) any substance (whether solid, liquid or gaseous) that is discharged, emitted or
deposited in the environment in such volume, constituency or manner as to cause an
alteration in the environment
(b) any discarded, rejected, unwanted, surplus or abandoned substance
(c) any otherwise discarded, rejected, unwanted, surplus or abandoned substance
intended for sale or for recycling, processing, recovery or purification by a separate
operation from that which produced the substance
(d) any processed, recycled, re-used or recovered substance produced wholly or partly
from waste that is applied to land, or used as fuel, but only in the circumstances
prescribed by the regulations
(e) any substance prescribed by the regulations to be waste.
A substance is not precluded from being waste for the purposes of this Act merely because it is
or may be processed, recycled, re-used or recovered.
2.2.2

Waste and resource management hierarchy

Part 1, Section 3 of the WARR Act defines the following waste management hierarchy as an
object of the Act:
(b) to ensure that resource management options are considered against a hierarchy of
the following order:
(i) avoidance of unnecessary resource consumption,
(ii) resource recovery (including reuse, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery),
(iii) disposal.
2.2.3

Licensing

The Act establishes, amongst other things, the procedures for issuing licences for
environmental protection to control waste, air, water and noise pollution. The occupier of
premises at which any ‘scheduled activities’ are carried out is required to hold an environment
protection licence (EPL) and comply with the conditions of the licence.
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The EPL will likely cover a range of issues, including air and noise emissions, groundwater
monitoring, and discharges to surface waters, as well as the ongoing monitoring and reporting
of activities. The existing EPL may be amended to include the proposed activities.
Lithgow’s current landfill and sewage treatment works are licensed under the Act, as would be
any new transfer station.

2.3

Protection of Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation
2014

The Protection of Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 2014 (Waste Regulation) covers
a range of issues including the obligations on consignors, transporters and receivers of waste
for waste transport licensing and tracking requirements. It covers authorised agents,
consignment authorisations and record keeping and returns.
It also covers management of special wastes such as asbestos and clinical waste as well as
prohibiting certain wastes from being used to grow vegetation. There are also sections on the
waste and sustainability improvement scheme and recycling of consumer packaging.
Consignors, transporters and recipients of waste tyres and asbestos, are also required in
prescribed circumstances to report information to the EPA regarding the transport or disposal of
these materials.
The Regulation requires consignors and transporters of non-hazardous waste to provide
prescribed information in the EPA’s on-line tracking system on the transport of at least 10
tonnes of waste interstate from Sydney, Newcastle, Central Coast and Wollongong. This is to
monitor the transport of waste to, and disposal in, Queensland.
The Regulation makes it an offence to transport waste generated in NSW by motor vehicle for
disposal more than 150 km from the place of generation, unless the waste is transported to one
of the two nearest lawful disposal facilities to the place of generation even if that facility is more
than 150 km from its place of generation.
In other words, if there is no disposal facility that can lawfully accept waste within 150 km of
where it was generated, the waste can be transported beyond 150 km, so long as it goes to the
nearest or next nearest facility that can lawfully accept it.
None of these requirements are expected to affect waste arrangements at the Lithgow site.

2.4

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

Planning and development in NSW is carried out under the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation
2000 (the Regulation).
The EP&A Act provides the statutory basis for planning and environmental assessment in NSW.
The Minister for Planning, statutory authorities and local councils are responsible for
implementing the EP&A Act. The EP&A Act provides the framework for environmental planning
and development approvals and includes provisions to ensure that the potential environmental
impacts of a development are assessed and considered in the decision making process.
The EP&A Act contains three schemes that impose requirements for planning approval:
Part 4 provides for control of development that requires development consent from a
consent authority, such as Council, to proceed. Division 4.1 of Part 4 provides for the
control of State Significant Development that requires development consent from the
Minister for Planning to proceed.
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Part 5 provides for control of ‘activities’ that do not require approval or development
consent under Part 4.
Part 5.1 provides for control of State Significant Infrastructure.
The need or otherwise for development consent is set out in environmental planning
instruments; State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) or Local Environmental Plans
(LEPs).
According to Section 77A of the EP&A Act, ‘designated development’ is defined as
‘development that is declared to be designated development by an environmental planning
instrument or the regulations’. The EP&A Regulations declare designated developments to be
those described in Part 1 of Schedule 3 to the Regulation.
Under Clause 32 of Schedule 3 of the EP&A Regulations ‘waste management facilities or works’
are classified as designated development if they meet the following criteria:
(1) Waste management facilities or works that store, treat, purify or dispose of waste or sort,
process, recycle, recover, use or reuse material from waste and:
(a) that dispose (by landfilling, incinerating, storing, placing or other means) of solid or
liquid waste:
(i)

that includes any substance classified in the Australian Dangerous Goods
Code or medical, cytotoxic or quarantine waste, or

(ii)

that comprises more than 100,000 tonnes of “clean fill” (such as soil, sand,
gravel, bricks or other excavated or hard material) in a manner that, in the
opinion of the consent authority, is likely to cause significant impacts on
drainage or flooding, or

(iii)

that comprises more than 1,000 tonnes per year of sludge or effluent, or

(iv)

that comprises more than 200 tonnes per year of other waste material, or

(b) that sort, consolidate or temporarily store waste at transfer stations or materials
recycling facilities for transfer to another site for final disposal, permanent storage,
reprocessing, recycling, use or reuse and:
(i)

that handle substances classified in the Australian Dangerous Goods Code or
medical, cytotoxic or quarantine waste, or

(ii)

that have an intended handling capacity of more than 10,000 tonnes per year
of waste containing food or livestock, agricultural or food processing industries
waste or similar substances, or

(iii)

that have an intended handling capacity of more than 30,000 tonnes per year
of waste such as glass, plastic, paper, wood, metal, rubber or building
demolition material, or

(c) that purify, recover, reprocess or process more than 5,000 tonnes per year of solid or
liquid organic materials, or
(d) that are located:
(i)

in or within 100 metres of a natural waterbody, wetland, coastal dune field or
environmentally sensitive area, or

(ii)

in an area of high watertable, highly permeable soils, acid sulphate, sodic or
saline soils, or

(iii)

within a drinking water catchment, or
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(iv)

within a catchment of an estuary where the entrance to the sea is
intermittently open, or

(v)

on a floodplain, or

(vi)

within 500 metres of a residential zone or 250 metres of a dwelling not
associated with the development and, in the opinion of the consent authority,
having regard to topography and local meteorological conditions, are likely to
significantly affect the amenity of the neighbourhood by reason of noise, visual
impacts, air pollution (including odour, smoke, fumes or dust), vermin or traffic.

Regional Development
Regional development is defined in Schedule 4A of the EP&A Act and includes:
development with a capital investment value (CIV) over $20 million
development with a CIV more than $5 million that is council related, lodged by or on
behalf of the Crown (State of NSW), private infrastructure and community facilities, or
eco-tourist facilities.
extractive industries, waste facilities and marinas that are designated development
certain coastal subdivisions
development with a CIV between $10 million and $20 million that is referred to the
regional panel by the applicant after 120 days
Crown development applications (with a CIV less than $5 million) referred to the regional
panel by the applicant or local council after 70 days from lodgement as undetermined.
This includes development applications where recommended conditions are in dispute.
Regional development needs to be notified and assessed by a council and then determined by
the relevant Joint Regional Planning Panel (JRRP).
State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011
State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011 (State and
Regional Development SEPP) identifies development:
To which the State significant development assessment and approval process under Part
4 of the Act applies
That is State significant infrastructure and critical State significant infrastructure.
Development that is specified in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 is declared to be State significant
development. Clause 23 of Schedule 1 states:
(1) Development for the purpose of regional putrescible landfills or an extension to a regional
putrescible landfill that:
(a) has a capacity to receive more than 75,000 tonnes per year of putrescible waste, or
(b) has a capacity to receive more than 650,000 tonnes of putrescible waste over the life
of the site, or
(c) is located in an environmentally sensitive area of State significance.
(2) Development for the purpose of waste or resource transfer stations in metropolitan areas of
the Sydney region that handle more than 100,000 tonnes per year of waste.
(3) Development for the purpose of resource recovery or recycling facilities that handle more
than 100,000 tonnes per year of waste.
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(4) Development for the purpose of waste incineration that handles more than 1,000 tonnes
per year of waste.
(5) Development for the purpose of hazardous waste facilities that transfer, store or dispose of
solid or liquid waste classified in the Australian Dangerous Goods Code or medical,
cytotoxic or quarantine waste that handles more than 1,000 tonnes per year of waste.
(6) Development for the purpose of any other liquid waste depot that treats, stores or disposes
of industrial liquid waste and:
(a) handles more than 10,000 tonnes per year of liquid food or grease trap waste, or
(b) handles more than 1,000 tonnes per year of other aqueous or non-aqueous liquid
industrial waste.
Where the proposal meets any of these requirements it would meet the definition of State
significant development. The Minister for Planning would become the consent authority and an
environmental impact statement would need to be prepared.

2.5

Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001

The Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001 (WARR Act) governs the strategic
direction for waste management and resource recovery in NSW. The main objectives of the
WARR Act are:
(a) ‘to encourage the most efficient use of resources and to reduce environmental harm in
accordance with the principles of ecologically sustainable development,
(b) to ensure that resource management options are considered in accordance with the
following hierarchical order:
(i)

avoidance of unnecessary resource consumption,

(ii)

resource recovery (including reuse, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery), or

(iii)

disposal,

(c) to provide for the continual reduction in waste generation,
(d) to minimise the consumption of natural resources and the final disposal of waste by
encouraging the avoidance of waste and the reuse and recycling of waste,
(e) to ensure that industry shares with the community the responsibility for reducing and
dealing with waste,
(f) to ensure the efficient funding of waste and resource management planning, programs and
service delivery,
(g) to achieve integrated waste and resource management planning, programs and service
delivery on a State-wide basis,
(h) to assist in the achievement of the objectives of the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997.

2.6

Other state documentation

2.6.1

Dangerous Goods (Road and Rail Transport) Act 2008

This Act and the associated regulation give effect to the Australian Dangerous Good Code in
NSW. See Section 2.7.1 below.
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2.6.2

Local Government Act 1995

The Local Government Act 1993 regulates many of the activities and responsibilities of local
government including, among other things:
Public and community land

Elections

Service functions including water
supply, sewerage and stormwater
drainage works and facilities

Organisational structure

Approval of activities
How orders are given
How councils are established
The roles and responsibilities of
office bearers
Boundaries

Staff and employment
Accountability
Reporting
Performance
Disclosure and corruption
Financing, rates and charges
Offences and enforcement.

The Act requires councils to levy an annual charge for providing domestic waste management
services on all rateable land for which the service is available, whether or not it is actually used.
This charge cannot be more than the cost to provide the service.
The Act also states that any waste received at a Council depot is the property of Council.
2.6.3

Waste and Resource Recovery Strategy 2014-21

The WARR Strategy sets clear directions for a range of priority areas until 2021 and aligns with
the NSW Government’s waste reforms in NSW 2021: A plan to make NSW number one.
The key areas identified in the strategy will support investment in much-needed infrastructure,
encourage innovation and improve recycling behaviour. They will also help develop new
markets for recycled materials and reduce litter and illegal dumping.
The strategy sets the following targets for 2021–22:
avoiding and reducing the amount of waste generated per person in NSW increasing
recycling rates to
– 70% for municipal solid waste
– 70% for commercial and industrial waste
– 80% for construction and demolition waste
increasing waste diverted from landfill to 75%
managing problem wastes better, establishing 86 drop-off facilities and services across
NSW
reducing litter, with 40% fewer items (compared to 2012) by 2017
combatting illegal dumping, with 30% fewer incidents (compared to 2011) by 2017.
The strategy provides a clear framework for waste management to 2021-22 and provides an
opportunity for NSW to continue to increase recycling across all waste streams.
The WARR Strategy is supported by Waste Less, Recycle More, a NSW Government initiative
funded by the waste levy, providing $465.7 million for waste and recycling improvements across
NSW.
The WARR Strategy also sets the direction for other related programs, policies and plans that
work to minimise the impact of waste on the environment and human health, including:
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education to encourage behaviour change
economic mechanisms like the waste levy that encourage resource recovery over landfill
disposal
enforcement of the waste regulations
incentives to encourage investment, innovation and improvement in environmental
practices.
2.6.4

NSW EPA Waste Classification Guidelines

The Waste Classification Guidelines describe the step-by-step process for classifying waste.
The guidelines aim to help waste generators classify the wastes they produce. To comply with
the waste legislation, those who generate waste are responsible for classifying their waste as
listed in Table 1.
Table 1 - Waste classifications and associated waste types
Classification
Category 1 trackable waste

Category 2 trackable waste

Hazardous waste

Description of waste types
Waste type described in Schedule 1, Part 1 of the Waste
Regulation that exhibits any of the characteristics specified in
Schedule 1, Part 3
Waste type described in Schedule 1, Part 2 of the Waste
Regulation that exhibits any of the characteristics specified in
Schedule 1, Part 3
Defined under The Australian Dangerous Goods Code:
Class 1 (explosives)
Class 2 (gases)
Division 4.1 (flammable solids)
Division 4.2 (substances liable to spontaneous
combustion)
Division 4.3 (substance which when in contact with
water emits flammable gases)
Class 5 (oxidizing substances and organic peroxides)
Division 6.1 (toxic substances)
Class 8 (corrosive substances).

Liquid waste

Restricted solid waste

Special waste

Defined in the Waste Classification Guidelines (NSW EPA
2014) as any waste that:
(i) has an angle of repose of less than 5 degrees above
horizontal, or
(ii) becomes free-flowing at or below 60°C or when it is
transported, or
(iii) is generally not capable of being picked up by a spade or
shovel
Restricted solid waste includes wastes assessed and
classified as such, in accordance with the procedures
outlined in the Waste Classification Guidelines (NSW EPA
2014). No wastes have been pre-classified as ‘restricted solid
waste’
Defined in the Waste Classification Guidelines (NSW EPA
2014) as:
Clinical and related waste
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Asbestos waste
Waste tyres.
General solid waste
(non-putrescible)

This includes:
glass, plastic, rubber, plasterboard, bricks, concrete
or metal
paper or cardboard
household waste from municipal clean up (not
containing food waste)
grit and screenings from potable water and water
reticulation plants that has been dewatered so that it
does not contain free liquids
drained oil filters (mechanically crushed), rags and oil
absorbent materials
cured concrete waste from a batch plant as it would
remain from its application on construction activities
within this development application
building and demolition waste.

General solid waste
(putrescible)

This includes:
household waste that contains putrescible organics
waste from litter bins collected by or on behalf of local
councils
food waste
grit or screenings from sewage treatment systems
that have been dewatered so that the grit or
screenings do not contain free liquids.

Wastes are classified into groups that pose similar risks to the environment and human health
which facilitates their management and appropriate disposal.
Waste generators and operators of waste facilities must ensure they classify their waste
carefully in accordance with the procedures in the guidelines. This is because waste can only be
taken to, and accepted at, a waste facility which is lawfully authorised to receive, re-use and/or
dispose of that classification or type of waste.
Many waste types are pre-classified under the PoEO Act and do not require testing. However, if
a waste is not pre-classified it may need to be tested to determine its classification.

2.7

Guidelines

2.7.1

Handbook for Design and Operation of Rural and Regional Transfer
Stations

This NSW Government guide assists in the design of transfer stations to maximise the efficient
operation of the facility and maximise resource recovery. It covers all stages in transfer station
development from site selection, planning and approval, risk assessment, design and
construction and operation.
It details a number of principles for good transfer station design, the most relevant of which are
listed below:
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Drop-off points for recyclables and reusable items should be located before the mixed
waste drop-off point
Adequate queueing space should be provided within the facility
One-way traffic flow wherever possible
Minimise the number of intersections
Keep public and transfer operational vehicles separate
Have separate access points and roads for small and large vehicles
Accommodate customers needing to reverse trailers
Direct traffic flow along a disposal area to reduce the need for customers to reverse to
bins
Eliminate or minimise the gap between the platform edge and bins
Use bump stops to prevent vehicles reversing too close to the platform edge
Place guard rails along platform edges
Design shelters or structures so that support beams and drain pipes are not located in
areas where heavy vehicles and plant will be required to move
Ensure sufficient cleared area is available for plant and equipment to undertake required
tasks with ease
Design structures to account for the prevailing wind direction
Pave and grade unloading and waste storage areas (including bin storage areas) to
facilitate cleaning
Minimise on-site storage times for putrescible waste
Provide roofed areas for unloading and waste storage to prevent ingress of water
Use hardstand for all operating, storage, unloading and loading areas
Receival and storage areas for liquid wastes and hazardous waste should be sheltered
and bunded with adequate ventilation and
Storage areas should be design to minimise risk of spilled waste entering storm water
drains or sewers.
2.7.2

Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and
Rail

Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail, also known as the
Australian Dangerous Goods Code, or ADG, covers the safe surface transport of dangerous
goods. The ADG has no legal status other than where it is specified in legislation. This is the
case in NSW where the Dangerous Goods (Road and Rail Transport) Act 2008 gives effect to
the ADG. The ADG covers:
Definitions and classifications of dangerous goods
Packaging, tankering and containering of dangerous goods
Consignment procedures, including signage and labelling
Construction and testing of packaging and containers
Provision for transport operations
Stowage and restraints
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Segregation of dangerous goods
Bulk transfer of dangerous goods
Documentation
Safety equipment and
Procedures during road transport.
2.7.3

Australian Standards

Several Australian Standards also apply to the handling and storage of waste particularly
hazardous waste. These include:
AS 4452:1997 – Storage and handling of toxic substances
AS 1940:2004 – Storage and handling of flammable and combustible liquids
AS 3816:1998 – Management of clinical and related wastes and
AS 3833:2007 – Storage and handling of mixed classes of dangerous goods, in
packaged and intermediate bulk containers.
These set out the conditions under which certain waste types must be stored, what waste type
can be stored near each other and how they are to be labelled. Australian Standards
complement the ADG, as they relate to the storage of certain waste types, which the ADG
covers their transport.
AS 4454-2012 Composts, soil conditioners and mulches
This standard specifies the physical, chemical and biological requirements for composts, soil
conditioners and mulches that are used in natural or artificial soils and growing media. It also
specifies the labelling requirements for these products. It covers materials that have been
pasteurised or composted but does not cover home composting or shredded garden organic
material (often referred to as green waste, green organics or garden waste) that have not
undergone these processes.
This standard was revised and updated in 2012. To comply with the standard three things need
to be in place:
A reliable process is used
Material specifications are met and
Data sheets and other information are provided.
Just meeting the test specifications on certain samples is not enough. Importantly the standard
does not cover the residual material from AWT processing.
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3.

Site selection criteria
3.1

Identified sites

Council identified three sites for investigation as potential locations for the new transfer facility.
The first is on Up Road immediately to the north of Council’s STP, the second is Council owned
land which contractor JR Richards is currently using and the third is at the intersection of Up
Road and Geordie Street. The three sites and their relative locations can be seen in Figure 1
below.

A

B

C

Figure 1 - Three potential site locations

3.2

Site descriptions

3.2.1

Site A

Approximately 53,000 m2 in size, this site is situated between the STP and three effluent
evaporation ponds. It is generally level and is covered by scrubby bush and grass. Parallel to
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the road, and between it and the site, are high voltage power lines. Council advises that there is
minimum clearance of 7.3 m between the lines and the ground and this is sufficient for heavy
vehicles to pass underneath. Under the power lines, also parallel to the road and beneath the
ground, is the main trunk pipe that supplies the STP. Both the HV lines and the trunk pipe
provide construction and access constraints. Power lines also cross the site along an east-west
axis. Land beyond the western boundary is vacant.
3.2.2

Site B

Although owned by Council, this site is currently occupied by JR Richards, Council’s kerbside
collection contractor, which leases it from Council. At about 3500 m 2, the site is significantly
smaller than Site A, although it features relatively new buildings and concrete hard stands and
driveways in good condition. The site is flat but narrow and adjacent to the evaporation ponds
on the STP site, limiting the opportunities for expansion.
3.2.3

Site C

This site is located on the corner of Up Road and Geordie Street. It is also owned by Council but
leased for $1 per year to the resident occupying the neighbouring property in Geordie Street.
The site is vacant, flat, overgrown with weeds and other introduced species and not used for
any apparent industry or activities. At about 1814 m 2, it is the smallest of the three sites.

3.3

Assessment criteria

3.3.1

Criteria Development

GHD prepared a list of criteria against which assessment of sites would be undertaken and
assessed each site against each criterion. As well as assessing each site individually, we also
assessed a combined site that includes both Sites B and C. This site is referred to as Site BC.
3.3.2

Eliminated Criteria

The proximity of the sites to each other eliminates a number of criteria from the assessment, as
they will be essentially the same for each site. These include:
Local environmental conditions such as geology, hydrology, hydrogeology, and
topography – The same environmental conditions apply to all sites
Proximity to waste generating areas – All sites are equally close to the city of Lithgow and
any waste generating areas
Location in catchments – All sites are located in the same part of the catchment
Land zoning – All sites are zoned SP2 – Infrastructure, on which waste disposal facilities
are permitted with consent.1 Council’s Special Purposes Zones fact sheet proposes that a
400 m buffer be implemented around waste treatment facilities. This would affect all sites
equally as residential dwellings are located within 400 m of each
Bushfire risk areas – All sites are equally prone to bushfire and
Proximity to major roads and potential access routes – All sites are located on the same
road with access from Geordie Street.
3.3.3

Site ownership

Although all sites are owned by Council, Site B is leased to JR Richards, Council’s kerbside and
transfer station bin collection contractor. The lease is for the life of the kerbside contract and JR
1

Lithgow Local Environment Plan 2014 and Special Purposes Zones fact sheet
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Richards may need to be compensated and/or an alternative site found. Site C is also leased to
the neighbouring resident for $1 per year. Terms of the lease are not known.
As Site A is completely unencumbered, it would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.4

Site development

Sites A and C are undeveloped. Site A has significant stockpiles of soil which, although likely to
be useful on the site, would probably need to be processed to prepare for use and moved
around the site. Site B is already developed and features an existing office, sheds, fencing,
gates and hardstands.
Site B would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.5

Visibility from residential areas

Site A, although furthest from the nearest residential dwelling (in Chivers Close), is clearly
visible from those dwellings (Figure 2). Site B and Site C are very close to a single residential
dwelling in Geordie Street, Site C is the neighbouring property, and both are visible from that
property. Both are also about 100 m from properties at the corner of Barton Street and Geordie
Street, although neither are visible from those dwellings.
Site A would be slightly preferred under this criterion.

Figure 2 – View of dwellings from Site A
3.3.6

Visibility from public roadways

All sites are adjacent to the landfill access road, Up Road. Site A, is the furthest from the next
nearest public road, Geordie Street, and is concealed by trees on the northern side of Geordie
Street and the STP ponds. Site A may be visible from parts of Chivers Close. Site C fronts
Geordie Street and would be clearly visible from any passing traffic. Site B, although slightly
further away, is also clearly visible from Geordie Street.
Site A would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.7

Adjacent land uses

To the north of Site A is the STP and to the south the associated ponds. To the west is vacant
land, to the north east is the landfill and directly east is bushland on a steep gradient. Where
land is used, the uses are industrial/municipal and similar to that proposed for the site.
The STP ponds also adjoin Site B to the north and west. To the south is the sewage pumping
station and the empty Site C, and to the east bushland and an industrial property. These are
also industrial/municipal uses and similar to that proposed for the site.
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Site C is south of Site B and the west is the sewage pumping station. To the south across
Geordie Street are public recreation areas. Immediately neighbouring to the east is a residential
property. Only some of these uses could be considered similar to those proposed for the site.
Site A and Site B would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.8

Environment protection licensing

Figure 3 below shows the location and boundaries of the property lots and EPLs that cover the
three sites.

Site A

STP licenced area

Site B

Site C

Figure 3 - Lot and EPL boundaries
The EPL for the STP (licence number 236) is shown in pink and includes all of Sites A and B.
The EPL for the waste facility (licence number 6004) includes DP 190934, DP 630638 and parts
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of DP 947828 and DP 751655 (these make up the STP licensed area). This places Site C
entirely within the area covered by EPL 6004. Site B could be expanded to include the area next
to the road which is covered by EPL 6004. Site BC would be covered by both licences.
If Sites A, B or BC were chosen, options include obtaining a new licence for that site alone or
amending the boundaries of both currently licensed areas. Changing licence boundaries
requires some effort and would require details of consent conditions among other requirements.
When deciding how any new site is to be licensed, consideration should also be given to the
prospect of a levy being introduced under section 88 of the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997.
No changes would be required if Site C was chosen, which makes Site C the preferred site
under this criterion.
3.3.9

Noise impact

Although Site A is furthest from residential areas, noise could travel directly from the site to this
area and affect a number of residents. Noise from Sites B, C and BC is likely to affect only one
residence, although significantly, but will have minimal impact on any others. Site B may have a
greater noise impact than Sites C and BC because noise from this location may also affect the
same dwellings as Site A, travelling across the surface of the ponds.
Site B is preferred under this criterion.
3.3.10 Community considerations
All sites will have a positive impact on the local community by providing a safer place to dispose
of waste and provide additional and improved resource recovery facilities. These positive
impacts are offset by certain negative impacts, mainly relating to their relative locations.
Although Site A can be seen by some residences a distance away, their view is currently of the
STP, so would not be significantly affected by the development of a transfer station. The net
impact therefore would be positive.
Site B is already used as a waste collection vehicle depot but increased use by small vehicles,
which currently drive past, will result in slight negative impact. Site C’s proximity to the road and
a residence, as well as all operations being compressed on a small site, results in significant
negative impact.
Site A would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.11 Dust
Site A would require construction of a new access road off Up Road. This has the potential to
generate dust during construction and operation, dependent on final road seal. Site B and Site
C are accessed directly off the current sealed entry to the Lithgow landfill (Up Road).
Site A, currently undeveloped, would require substantial earthworks to construct the access
road and the transfer station. Site B, also currently undeveloped, is a level site and would
require minimal earthworks to develop the transfer station. The existing infrastructure on Site B
would result in this site requiring the least amount of earthworks to construct the transfer station.
Site B would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.12 Ecology
Site A is part of the Lithgow STP site and shows signs of historical disturbance including
clearing, stockpiling of fill material and access for STP construction and operation. Some
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vegetation regrowth including introduced species and weeds are evident on site. Prior to
construction, an assessment of the significance of the species present may be required.
Site B is cleared with half of the site currently hardstand.
Site C is a vacant residential block that, although vegetated, is likely dominated by introduced
species including weeds and boundary trees.
The hillside adjacent to the current landfill is habitat to a threatened species, Paralucia spinifera
(Purple Copper Butterfly) although there is no evidence of its habitat (Bursaria spinosa) on site.
The hillside vegetation community is being actively managed by Council in conjunction with
Green Army volunteers.
Sites B, C and BC would be preferred over Site A under this criterion.
3.3.13 Flooding risk
Based on the Lithgow City Council Flooding Planning Map, Site A is outside the 1 in 100 year
flood level, whereas Site B and Site C appear to be within the flood level. This would typically
result in additional requirements for investigation and construction for Site B, C and BC.
Site A would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.14 Site size
Site A is large enough to accommodate a transfer station of significant size and is most likely
larger than would be required. Site B is smaller but with careful design for waste and recycling
handling requirements would probably be large enough to accommodate the number of small
vehicles currently using the landfill. There may not be enough space for queueing during busy
periods. Site C is probably too small to accommodate the likely customer volume and there
would certainly be issues with queueing on Geordie Street during busy periods.
Site A would be preferred under this criterion.
3.3.15 Potential land available for future extensions
Site A is large. Any initial small vehicle transfer infrastructure is unlikely to occupy the whole
site, leaving areas available for other uses such as windrow composting and bulky materials
stockpiles or other expansion activities.
Site B is only a fraction of the size of Site A and opportunities for significant expansion are
limited. Use could be made of the existing structures but there is little space available for any
activities requiring handling or stockpiling of bulky materials such as green waste, timber or
metals.
The space constraints on Site C are even more severe, with barely enough space for any
conventional small vehicle transfer infrastructure. If both sites were combined and developed as
one site, space could be available for some organics processing and bulky materials stockpiling,
although still significantly less than available at Site A.
Site A would be preferred under this criterion.
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4.

Results of MCA
4.1

Introduction

Full details of the MCA undertaken for this project can be found in the Waste Transfer Station
Feasibility Study - Interim Report. This section deals only with the results of the MCA.

4.2

Site rankings

Table 2 below shows the overall scores for each site resulting from the MCA.
Table 2 Overall scores
Aspect
Technical/General
Financial
Social
Environmental
Overall
Rank

Site A
4.6
2.5
3.9
3.4
3.7
1

Site B
3.0
1.5
3.0
3.4
2.7
2

Site C
2.0
2.0
1.4
3.0
2.2
4

Site BC
3.5
1.5
1.8
3.0
2.6
3

The table shows that Site A is preferred with other sites ranked in the following order, Site B,
Site BC then Site C.
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5.

Preferred overall option
5.1

Main recommendation

The main recommendation is that Site A be chosen for the new transfer station. This site has
several significant advantages over the other sites including:
Site size – The size of the site will:
– allow a wide range of facilities to be included
– accommodate significant capacity for a number of materials
– allow for more ambitious resource recovery activities such as composting and
construction and demolition waste processing
– allow for expansion in the future.
Site location – The site’s location is:
– away from roads and sensitive receptors
– advantageous as it is between the weighbridge and the landfill.
Surrounding land uses – the surrounding land uses are compatible.
Flood risk – this is lowest risk of the three sites.
Several disadvantages have been identified including:
This site will require a new EPL or changes to both existing site EPLs
Although away from sensitive receptors the site is:
– still visible from those receptors
– may have noise impacts on those receptors especially if processing operations are
implemented.
Dust is likely to be created:
– during construction
– if processing operations take place on the larger site.
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6.

Description of current site and its
operations
6.1

Site A

Approximately 50,000 m2 in size, this site is situated between the STP and three effluent
evaporation ponds. It is generally level and is covered by scrubby bush and grass (Figure 4).
Parts of the site are also covered in a large flat pile of fill that may have been excavated from
the adjacent ponds (Figure 5). This material could be used for construction on site.

Figure 4 – Site A from road towards the STP
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Figure 5 – Site A showing fill piles
There are currently no activities on the site although the north east corner has been reserved for
expansion of the STP and is not to be taken into consideration for use as part of this project.
The site is bounded on the eastern side by Up Road, which provides access to the landfill. The
road rises up a gradient so that it is close to the same level as the site at the southern end but
several metres above it at the northern end.
Parallel to the road, and between it and the site, are high voltage power lines. Council advises
that there is minimum clearance of 7.3 m between the lines and the ground and this is sufficient
for heavy vehicles to pass underneath. Under the power lines, also parallel to the road and
beneath the ground, is the main trunk pipe that supplies the STP. Both the HV lines and the
trunk pipe provide construction and access constraints. Power lines also cross the site along an
east-west axis.
Land beyond the western boundary is vacant.
The site can be seen in more detail in Figure 6.
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STP

Approximate
site boundary

Up Road

Figure 6 – Site A detail

6.2

Other issues

6.2.1

Encumbrances

No services investigation has been undertaken as part of this project however, an electricity line
was observed that runs east-west across the site along the edge of the northern most pond.
Further investigations should be undertaken to establish if an easement exists and what
constraints may apply. The concept design does not propose any structures under the power
line, however, if any structures were in an easement, they could probably be moved without
significant inconvenience.
6.2.2

Geotechnical investigation

No geotechnical investigations were undertaken as part of this project. It does not appear as
though the site has been subject to any development, however, it may be prudent to undertake
some geotechnical investigations to establish the location of any differences in soil profile that
might impact construction.
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6.2.3

Availability of services

No services investigation has been undertaken as part of this project however, that an electricity
line runs across the site and another parallel to Up Road, and that the STP is located adjacent,
would seem to indicate that services are available nearby.
The concept design assumes that the site will not have significant power, water or sewer
requirements (subject to any plant and equipment being installed that requires 3-phase power)
and that any power and water requirements could be provided by photovoltaic systems and
rainwater tanks. The toilets proposed for the site could be composting toilets which would make
the site self-sustaining.
6.2.4

Processing of green waste

The site occupies an area of about 50,000 m 2 of which the proposed concept design takes up
13,000 m2 which is about 26% of the site. This leaves about 37,000 m 2 of space for other
activities including green waste processing.
In its simplest form processing of green waste would involve separating woody material from
green material and arranging the green material in windrows and allowing degradation to take
place at a natural pace. Faster processing would involve bringing a mulcher or grinder to site
and processing all green waste to reduce particle size before windrowing. This would speed up
the process.
To avoid windrows turning anaerobic, they would need to be turned regularly and this could be
done with a front-end-loader or other similar plant.
6.2.5

Waste servicing frequencies

Five 30 m3 bins are proposed for use at the transfer station. This number has been calculated
based on the projected average daily quantities of waste likely in 2115 (See section 7.1). If the
transfer station was operating now, three of the five bins would need to be emptied once every
24 hours, and one other less frequently. By 2115, four of the five bins would need to be emptied
every 24 hours and the fifth bin less frequently.
In 2115, this will require four or five return trips from the transfer station to the landfill per day.
Currently the landfill is on an adjacent site and four or five trips will not require a significant
amount of time. When the landfill at Blackmans Flat is commissioned, delivering waste to this
site will add about 30 min to each the trip or an additional two or two and a half hours per day.
Calculations have been made assuming no compaction (a waste density of 5 m3 per tonne) but
some compaction could be achieved with a loader pushing waste down into a bin with the
scoop. If compaction could be increased to 3 m3 per tonne, this would reduce the average
number of bins trips per day to about 2.5, which means that two, possibly three, trips would be
required each day, adding only one or one and a half hours to the disposal transfer time.
6.2.6

Future growth

The proposed transfer station occupies about 13,000 m2 (approximately 26% of the whole site),
leaving about 37,000 m2 of space for other activities.
This amount of space could easily accommodate more than one of the other identified activities
such as:
green waste processing (see section 6.2.4)
C&D waste processing
additional stockpiling of materials
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composting
an alternative waste technology facility
a materials recovery facility.
Council should prepare a master plan for the whole site that could show how any or all of these
activities could be accommodated.
6.2.7

The project’s strategic alignment

Lithgow City Council Community Strategic Plan 2013-2026
The Community Strategic Plan is an overarching document that does not necessarily deal with
issues in particular detail. This is done through subordinate plans, such as the Waste and
Recycling Strategy 2010-2015.
Waste is mentioned more than once as an ‘Issue’ in the Community Plan. Under Strengthening
Our Economy the Challenge is to ‘Ensure the provision of infrastructure (water, sewerage,
waste, roads, rail, telecommunications, etc.) meets the needs of employment and industry
development.’ Development of the transfer station certainly goes some way to dealing with the
challenge of providing waste infrastructure.
Under Developing Our Built Environment, the ‘Issue’ of Solid Waste Management Infrastructure
is mentioned, although none of the ‘Challenges’ mentioned relate to the proposed Lithgow
transfer station.
Objective 3.2.16 Waste and Recycling lists the ‘Desired Outcomes’ as ‘To implement the waste
management hierarchy of avoidance, reuse, recycle and dispose.’ The development of the
transfer station will help achieve this desired outcome.
Waste and Recycling Strategy 2010-2015
Council’s waste and recycling Strategy 2010-2015 makes a number of recommendations that
the development of the transfer station will achieve or facilitate.
Material
E-waste

Hazardous waste

Paper and cardboard

Green waste

Strategy
Council will provide a convenient
location for dropping off e-waste as
part of its regional commitment
A hazardous waste store should be
developed at the Lithgow landfill to
allow for the safe collection of
chemicals and other items such as
batteries, gas bottles, paints and
mercury fluorescent tubes
In line with best practice, collection
points should be made available at
transfer stations
It is also recommended that Council
considers the long term
management of green waste if all
organic material is to be collected in
the future

Transfer Station
E-waste facilities are included in the
transfer station design
Allowance has been made in the
concept design for locating an EPA
funded CRC, which collects
hazardous and problem wastes

An area for the collection of paper
and cardboard dropped off by
residents has been allowed for in the
concept design
Space for the delivery and
stockpiling of green waste has been
allowed for in the concept design.
Significant space is available on the
remaining parts of the site for the
establishment of green waste
processing operations. See Section
6.2.4
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Material
Mattresses

Steel waste

6.2.8

Strategy
Council currently landfills
mattresses as the number for
disposal is small. It is recommended
that Council continue to explore any
potential opportunities for collection
and recycling in the future as they
become available
Facilities should be provided for
collection at transfer stations

Transfer Station
Space for the collection and storage
of mattresses has been allowed for
in the concept design

Space for the collection and storage
of metals, including steel, has been
allowed for in the concept design

The approvals process

In New South Wales, there are a number of different systems for the assessment of
development proposals. These assessment systems are specifically tailored to cater for the
varying size, nature and complexity of different project types. The procedures for applying for
development consent, the level of environmental assessment required, the notification required
and appeal rights will differ depending on how a development is categorised.
The proposed transfer station development will require consent. Therefore an application must
be lodged with Council. This will need to include:
a description of the development
the estimated cost of the development
a plan of the land
a sketch of development
environmental assessment, for example, environmental impact statement or statement of
environment effects.
The level of environmental assessment that must be provided with the development application
will differ depending on the likely impacts of the development and how the development is
categorised.
As described in Section 2.4, Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation 2000 defines development that would be classed as ‘designated development’. If the
transfer station development is classed as ‘designated’, the application:
must be accompanied by an environmental impact statement
will require public notification for at least 30 days
can be the subject of a merits appeal to the Land and Environment Court by objectors.
A number of triggers exist that, if they apply, might make the development of the transfer station
‘designated development’. The quantity and type of waste proposed to be accepted at the
transfer station is not anticipated to trigger designated development. However, a number of
other triggers exist for waste facilities including, among other things, if the development is
located within 100 m of an environmentally sensitive area. Further investigations would be
required to determine if the development would be designated, particularly considering the
reported presence of the Purple Copper Butterfly, a threatened species, on land adjacent to the
site.
Regional development is defined in Schedule 4A of the EP&A Act. Regional development
includes waste facilities that are classed as designated development.
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Should the transfer station development be classed as ‘designated’, it would therefore also be
classed as ‘regional development’. All regional development is notified and assessed by Council
but required to then be determined by the relevant JRPP.
Some developments not only require development consent from Council (or the JRPP) but also
a permit or licence from a NSW Government Agency. In these cases, the Council must refer the
application to the necessary agency so that there is an integrated assessment of the proposal.
Council cannot approve the development if the agency recommends refusal. The transfer
station would require an EPL, to be issued by the NSW EPA, and as a result would also be
‘integrated development’.
6.2.9

Funding

Most funding under the NSW Government’s Waste Less, Recycle More initiative is for councils
that pay the waste levy. This does not include Lithgow City Council. Council may, however, be
eligible for funding from the NSW State Government for elements of the proposed transfer
station or other proposed activities.
Community Recycling Centre Program
The Community Recycling Centre Program aims to establish a network of centres and services
across NSW to make it easy and convenient to dispose of paint, gas bottles, fire extinguishers,
motor and cooking oils, car and household batteries, fluorescent tubes and globes, and smoke
detectors.
Funding is available for upgrades to existing community recycling centres and construction of
new facilities. Facilities could include mobile collection services for locations away from main
centres.
Landfill Consolidation and Environmental Improvements Grants Program
Eligible bodies: Local councils in the Regional regulated area and Non-regulated area individual
grants: up to $200,000. The grants will cover up to 70 per cent of the total cost with the
remainder being met by council contributions The program has been designed to support
regional councils address potential liabilities posed by landfill activities, reduce environmental
risks, and contribute to the long-term protection of the environment. It aims to address problems
that arise when regional and remote landfills are poorly managed, and to support rural councils'
move towards improved, benchmark techniques for managing landfills.
Infrastructure Advisory Services
The EPA has convened a panel of experts to provide advisory services to assist councils with
advice and guidance to assist in overcoming project challenges or issues.
Types of infrastructure advice includes:
Procurement, economic and financial
Planning and licensing
Technical and engineering
Compliance and
General and other.
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Organics Infrastructure (Large and Small) Program
Under this program individual grants of up to $5 million are available depending on the type of
grant project. Local councils are listed among the eligible bodies, depending on the type of grant
project or stream.
The most relevant stream to Lithgow is Stream 1: Food and Garden Organics Processing. This
stream provides up to $5 million for new and enhanced infrastructure to process food, garden or
combined food and garden organics from households and/or businesses.
6.2.10 Suitable bin types
The former EcoRecycle Victoria’s Guide to Best Practice at Transfer Stations provides
information on the types of equipment suitable for transfer stations of different sizes handling
putrescible and inert waste. The Guide recommends bulk bins and transfer trailers for facilities
handling up to 10,000 tonnes per year. Other methods, such as push pits do not become viable
until more than 10,000 tonnes are handled.
In the case of Lithgow’s proposed transfer station, about 7,000 tonnes of waste are likely to be
handled initially, rising to around 9,000 tonnes in 100 years. Bulk bins, like those proposed, are
the most efficient method for containing and transporting these quantities of waste.
Similarly, compaction equipment is less likely to be viable, given its greater cost, where
quantities are low and distances to landfill are relatively short. In the case of Lithgow, the
proposed location is very close to the existing landfill, which is likely to be case in the near
future, and even when the new facility at Blackmans Flat is ready to accept waste, the return
journey to the proposed Lithgow site is a modest half an hour.
Some compaction could be achieved easily and inexpensively by having a loader push waste
down into bins before transport. See section 6.2.5.
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7.

Concept designs
7.1

Waste data

Operations planned for the new transfer station include small vehicle waste disposal and
resource recovery. Small vehicle disposal activities are currently being undertaken at the landfill
and data is available on those activities that help scope the size and capacity of the new
transfer station.
Data on the number of vehicles and quantities of waste being delivered to the current landfill is
recorded at the weighbridge. There are two types of customer, and information about each is
recorded differently as follows:
Non-paying customers – Council residents and Council vehicles are not charged for
waste delivered to the landfill. Vehicle registration numbers and the total weight of each
vehicle entering and leaving the facility are recorded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
This allows the net weight for every load to be calculated. Loads are classified as
household waste, green waste, clean fill, mixed waste and asbestos. The date that each
vehicle enters the site is recorded but not the time.
Paying customers – Heavy vehicles, larger commercial vehicles and account
customers are charged for disposal. This data is entered into software provided by
Accuweigh, the weighbridge supplier. For each vehicle, the registration number,
account or customer name, entry and exit time and the total load weight on entry and
exit are recorded. From this, the net load weight can be calculated and customers are
charged accordingly for the type of waste delivered.
Full analysis of the available data using charts and tables can be found in the Waste Transfer
Station Feasibility Study - Interim Report. This section deals only with projected waste quantities
which were used to develop the scale of the facility.
Population in Lithgow is projected to increase by 5% every 20 years. Figures in the following
tables show the quantities of waste that might be expected at the transfer station in the future if
waste quantities increase at the same rate as the population. Figures do not include clean fill.
Figures for 2036 are shown because this is as far into the future that population figures have
been projected. Figures for 2115 assume a 5% increase every 20 years from 2015 onwards.
Table 3 Yearly small vehicle numbers
Measure
Delivering household waste
Delivering green waste
Delivering mixed waste
Delivering asbestos
Total number of small
vehicles

2015
18,701
9,515
7,799
65

2036
19,636
9,991
8,189
68

2115
23,376
11,894
9,749
81

Increase
4,675
2,379
1,950
16

36,080

37,884

45,100

9,020

2115
3,094
3,622
6,137
4
12,857

Increase
619
724
1,227
1
2,571

Table 4 Yearly quantities of waste
Measure
Household waste (t)
Green waste(t)
Mixed waste (t)
Asbestos (t)
Total waste (t)

2015
2,475
2,898
4,910
3
10,286

2036
2,599
3,043
5,155
3
10,800
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Table 5 Average daily small vehicle numbers
Measure
Delivering household waste
Delivering green waste
Delivering mixed waste
Delivering asbestos
Average per day

2015
52
27
22
0.2
101

2036
55
28
23
0.2
106

2115
65
33
27
0.2
126

Increase
13
7
5
0.0
25

Table 6 Average daily quantities of waste
Measure
Household waste (t)
Green waste(t)
Mixed waste (t)
Asbestos (t)
Average per day (t)

2015
6.9
8.1
13.7
0.01
28.7

2036
7.2
8.5
14.4
0.01
30.1

2115
8.6
10.1
17.1
0.01
35.8

Increase
1.7
2.0
3.4
0.00
7.2

Table 7 Average load size
Measure
Household waste (kg)
Green waste (kg)
Mixed waste (kg)
Asbestos (kg)
Average per day (kg)

2015
132
305
630
43
285

2036
139
320
661
46
299

2115
165
381
787
54
356

Increase
33
76
157
11
71

Table 8 Maximum number of small vehicles per day
Measure
Delivering household waste
Delivering green waste
Delivering mixed waste
Delivering asbestos
Average per day

2015
169
88
65
2.0
324

2036
177
92
68
2.1
340

2115
211
110
81
2.5
405

Increase
8
4
3
0.1
16

Table 9 Maximum daily quantities of waste
Measure
Household waste (t)
Green waste(t)
Mixed waste (t)
Asbestos (t)
Average per day (t)

2015
23
56
151
2.8
233

2036
24
59
159
3.0
245

2115
211
110
81
2.5
405

Increase
42
22
16
0.5
81

The tables show that a 5% increase in the number of vehicles or quantities of waste delivered is
not significant in the short term (to 2036). Even an increase in the average number of vehicles
per day from 101 to 125 in 2115 (Table 5) or an increase in the average load size from 285 kg
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to 356 kg in 2115 is unlikely to place undue strain on the transfer station’s capacity in 100 years’
time.
Indeed these increases are significantly less than the maximum daily vehicle numbers currently
experienced, which, at 324 (Table 8), are two and a half times the average projected for 2115.
Similarly the current maximum daily waste quantity of waste delivered, 233 t (Table 9), is six
and half times the projected daily average of 35.8 t in 2115.
If the transfer station is designed to accommodate current maximum vehicle numbers and waste
quantities, average projected quantities in 100 years’ time are likely to be well within its
capacity.

7.2

Concept development

Guided by the waste quantities projected in Section 7.1 above and by transfer station good
practice design principles (see Section 2.7.1), GHD prepared several draft concept design
which were submitted to Council.
Changes to the draft concept designs resulting from Council’s comments resulted in the final
concept design shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 – Proposed Lithgow transfer station concept design general view
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7.3

General View

The design features the following elements which are shown in the general view (Figure 7).
7.3.1

Separate small vehicle and heavy vehicle access roads.

The dual access roads allow heavy vehicles to collect materials without restriction from the
CRC, recycling area, stockpiles and the main transfer station and for light vehicles to drop off
materials at these locations, completely separate from heavy vehicles.
7.3.2

Recyclables before disposal

All recyclables and recoverables have been positioned before disposal to increase recovery.
7.3.3

One way traffic flow

All light and heavy vehicle traffic flow is one way. This avoids the risk of collision by having
vehicles travelling in opposite direction to each other in close proximity.
7.3.4

Minimal vehicle intersections

One way traffic flow, separate heavy and light vehicle roads mean that vehicles will rarely need
to cross each other’s paths and heavy vehicles will never have to cross paths with light vehicles
on the site.
7.3.5

Gatehouse

A gatehouse is provided to allow for the inspection and monitoring of loads and to accept
payment from customers if this is required at some time in the future. The gatehouse will also
contain staff toilets, change facilities, office and lunchroom.
7.3.6

Sizing of stockpiles

Green Waste
The proposed green waste stockpile has been sized based on projected future quantities. The
amount of green waste projected to be received in 2115 is 3,622 t. At a volume to weight ratio of
9.2 m3 per tonne, this would equate to about 33,400 m 3 for the green waste projected to be
received in 2115 or about 642 m 3 per week.
The area of the green waste stockpile is 270 m 2. If the height of green waste stored over this
area was 3 m, the stockpile could accommodate about 405 m 3. This would mean that the green
waste stockpile could store about one and a half weeks’ worth of green waste at that time.
Clean Fill
The proposed clean fill stockpile has been sized based on projected future quantities. The
amount of clean fill projected to be received in 2115 is 11,161 t. At a volume to weight ratio of
1.08 m3 per tonne, this would equate to about 12,500 m 3 for the clean fill projected to be
received in 2115 or about 241 m 3 per week.
The area of the clean fill stockpile is 113 m2. If the height of clean fill stored over this area was 4
m, the stockpile could accommodate about 151 m 3. This would mean that the clean fill stockpile
could store about one and a half weeks’ worth of clean fill at that time.
Other materials
Data is not available for other materials for which stockpiles have been planned. The size of
each of the other stockpiles is shown in Table 10 below.
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Table 10 – Stockpile sizes
Material

Stockpile
Radius (m)

Stockpile
Area (m2)

Possible
Height (m)

Stockpile
Volume (m3)

C&D
Timber
Metals
Tyres

6
7
13
4

113.1
153.9
530.9
50.3

3
3
4
2

113
154
708
101

Possible
Quantity by
Weight (t)
90.5
24.6
191.1
20.1

E-waste is proposed to be stored in two shipping containers, which are shown next to the main
transfer station area. Mattresses will be stored in two bunkers in the main transfer station.
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7.4

Transfer Station

Figure 8- Main small vehicles transfer station
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Figure 8 above shows the proposed design for the main small vehicles waste transfer building.
This is proposed to have concrete floors and bays on two levels with reinforced block retaining
wall. The upper level will be for customer unloading and the lower level 2 m below will be for bin
storage and handling. The building will be an open steel frame construction with colourbond
roof. There will be one colourbond wall on the western side to protect against the prevailing
wind.
The design features five saw-tooth bin bays for garbage disposal on the eastern side. This
number was calculated based on the average amount of waste projected to be received per day
in 2115. This is estimated to be 25.7 t. When converted to volume2 this equates to 128.6 m3
which is 4.3, 30 m3 hook bins. With five bins provided, the average daily amount of waste
projected to be received in 2115 can be accommodated without the need to empty any of the
bins more than once, at the end of the day. Surges in disposal can be managed by emptying
the bins during the course of the day if necessary.
On the western side are bins for recyclable materials, typically paper and cardboard and
recyclable containers and plastic, shipping containers for e-waste and two bays for mattresses.
When customers enter the building the recycling facilities are located immediately to their left
and are positioned before the disposal areas as is good practice. Customers with green waste,
timber, C&D material or for the CRC can proceed directly out of the building to these areas, or, if
they only have material for disposal can turn to the eastern side of the building.
Other proposed features include:
A barrier at the top of the disposal area to reduce the risk of customers getting too close
to the edge and falling into bins.
Gates in the barrier that can be opened to allow some vehicle to tip directly into bins or
to sweep spilt waste into the bins
A staggered bin arrangement to allow some vehicles to pull up and unload parallel to
the bins while others can reverse onto the bins if necessary and
Two water tanks to collect rainwater for washing surfaces.
Also shown outlined in yellow is the space that might be occupied by a Waste Well, a hydraulic
device shaped like a front-end-loader bucket, into which customers unload their waste rather
than directly into the bin. This prevents customers from getting close to the bin and eliminates
the risk of falling into bins. Site staff can also inspect waste deposited in the Waste Wells for the
presence of recyclables or hazardous materials which can then be removed before disposal.
When required, site staff can activate the Waste Well which then tips waste into the bin behind.
Enough space has been allowed for vehicles to be able to reverse onto the waste wells and not
obstruct through traffic.
Hook trucks access the bins along the heavy vehicle road which runs around the outside of the
facility and leave the site without encountering small vehicles.

7.5

CRC and Recycling Area

Figure 9 below shows the community recycling centre (CRC). The CRC is an EPA initiative to
collect hazardous and problem waste. CRC’s must follow certain design parameters and are
intended to collect a defined list of materials. These are shown in the drawing.

2

Using a ratio of 5 m3 per tonne
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The structure is proposed to be on a concrete slab and of open steel frame construction with
colourbond roof. The CRC floor will be bunded to prevent the escape of any hazardous liquids
should they spill.
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Figure 9 - CRC
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Access for customers to the building will be from the small vehicles road and materials can be
collected by heavy vehicles from the rear for transport to markets. Speed bumps are
strategically located to reduce vehicle speeds approaching both areas.

7.6

Tip Shop

No tip shop is proposed for this main transfer station and resource recovery centre. In due
course a tip shop may be installed at Site B, the site on Up Road currently occupied by JR
Richards. A number of buildings already exist at this site which would reduce the cost of
establishing the tip shop

7.7

Depot and Workshop

Figure 10 below shows the proposed depot and workshop. This will be an enclosed building on
a concrete slab of steel frame construction with colourbond walls and roof. Two wide roller
doors are proposed for the entrance which opens onto a hardstand and access to the heavy
vehicle road.
The building is intended for the secure storage of plant, such as a front-end-loader, and
vehicles, such as a hook truck; and for minor and emergency maintenance. For that reason, an
inspection pit is proposed on one side of the building.
Also proposed are an office, toilet and storage for a forklift which would be used at the CRC and
recycling centre. A water tank will provide water supply for toilet and surface wash down.
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Figure 10 - Depot and workshop
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8.

Costs
8.1

Summary

A cost estimate was undertaken for the site and this was later revised taking into account
updated specifications provided by Council. The final report with full details can be found in
Appendix A.

8.2

Assumptions

The estimated costs take into account a number of assumptions. The key assumptions, among
others, are:
The buildings and structures are as described in this document
The site will be levelled and stripped by Council prior to works commencing
The excavation volume is assumed based on an approximate level step down required
for the Transfer Station design
All excavated materials will be stockpiled onsite, no allowance has been included for
removal of excavated materials
Kerb and guttering has been excluded
Provisional allowances have been made for connection to existing electrical supply, water
supply and sewer and
A 1800 mm high chain wire security fence will be installed around the site perimeter.

8.3

Identified Risk

Risks identified include:
Supplying new water main from Geordie St
Supplying a new sewer main from Geordie St and
Supplying a new pole-mounted transformer.

8.4

Key Exclusions

Key exclusions include among others:
Removal of contaminated and/or hazardous materials
Soil remediation
Removal of excavated materials from site
Area preparation for the stockpiles clean fill, C&D, timber, metals, green waste and tyres
Upgrading of existing services
External lighting
Batteries to solar panel system
Waste bins
Security cameras and
3 phase power to site.
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8.5

Optional costs

The option for installing one or more Waste Wells exists at this site. The approximate size,
location and a description of the technology is provided in Section 7.4. Waste Wells cost
$57,500 each and another $5,000 to $7,000 is required for installation. The total cost for each
unit could be as high $64,500. A discount may be available if more than one unit is purchased.

8.6

Costs summary

Table 11 below shows a summary of the costs. Full details can be found in Appendix A.
Table 11 - Costs summary
Section

Total
(Excluding GST)
$11,755
$278,700
$1,166,773
$15,610
$184,240
$66,500
$40,250
$40,000
$42,350
$9,300
$139,161
$319,361
$2,314,000
$245,000
$512,000
$3,071,000
$310,000
$3,381,000

Site Clearing and Earthworks
Pavements
Structures
Signage and Road Accessories
Electrical Services
Hydraulic Services
Fire Services
Site Services
Site Works
Landscaping
Design Development Allowance
Preliminaries and Margin
Subtotal (Excluding GST)
Identified Risk Items
Contingency
Subtotal (Excluding GST)
Five Waste Wells (estimate)
Total (Excluding GST)
The total estimated costs are about $3.38 million.

8.7

Staging

Not all these costs will be expended at once and the costs of the CRC would be funded by the
NSW EPA. The transfer station could be developed in two stages with the road and main
transfer station building as part of Stage 1 and the workshop and depot in Stage 2.
Estimates of the cost of each stage is shown in Table 12 below .
Table 12 – Staging costs summary
Section

Site Clearing and Earthworks
Pavements
Structures
Signage and Road Accessories
Electrical Services
Hydraulic Services
Fire Services
Site Services

Revised Cost
– No CRC
$9,784
$231,977
$971,169
$12,993
$153,353
$55,352
$33,502
$33,294
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Stage 1
(Excluding
GST)
$8,250
$195,595
$818,855
$10,955
$129,302
$46,670
$28,248
$28,072

Stage 2
(Excluding
GST)
$1,535
$36,382
$152,314
$2,038
$24,051
$8,681
$5,254
$5,222

Site Works
Landscaping
Design Development Allowance
Preliminaries3 and Margin
Subtotal (Excluding GST)
Identified Risk Items
Contingency
Total (Excluding GST)

$35,250
$7,741
$115,831
$265,822
$1,926,069
$203,927
$426,166
$2,556,161

$29,722
$6,527
$97,665
$224,131
$1,623,992
$171,944
$359,328
$2,155,264

$5,528
$1,214
$18,166
$41,690
$302,076
$31,983
$66,838
$400,897

The following assumptions have been made in these calculations:
The cost of the CRC structure is 17% of the total original cost of the structures. The
revised costs without the CRC (column 1) does not include the cost of the CRC
structure as well as a reduction of 17% in all other costs
The cost of the main transfer station structure is 84% of the revised total structure cost.
Stage 1 costs (column 2) include the cost of the main transfer station structure, the
costs for all roads and 84% of other costs
The cost of the depot and workshop is 16% of the revised total structure cost. Stage 2
costs (column 3) include the cost of the depot and workshop, no road costs and 16% of
other costs.
The costs for five Waste Wells is about $310,000, although a discount may be available
for purchases of more than one unit. These costs have not been included. Waste Wells
could be added at any stage or even some time after Stage 2. They could even be
acquired and installed one or two at a time.

3

Includes a range of items including taxes and levies, insurance, site accommodation and amenities, first aid, stationery,
cleaning, printing, telephones, temporary power, plumbing and fencing, scaffolding, plant hire, Project Manager and Foreman,
other labour and off-site overheads among other things.
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Appendix A – Cost Estimate Report
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LITHGOW WASTE TR ANSFER STATION
REVISED CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE

11 October 2016

11 October 2016

GHD PTY LTD
Level 15 133 Castlereagh St
SYDNEY NSW 2000

ATTENTION:

ANDREW QUINN

Dear Andrew,
LITHGOW WASTE TRANSFER STATION
REVISED CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE
As per your request dated 24 August 2016, Muller Partnership has prepared a Revised
Concept Design Estimate for the above project and enclose our report.
The report comprises the following:






Executive Summary
Schedule of Information
Assumptions
Exclusions
Revised Concept Design Estimate

Please note the Revised Concept Design Estimate has been completed using preliminary
information and should be updated once additional information becomes available.
Please take note of our assumptions (Item 3.0) and exclusions (Item 4.0) based on the
provided information at this time.
Should you have any queries or require any further information please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned.
Yours faithfully
MULLER PARTNERSHIP

CAMERON BEARD –Director
CB: HG – 16176 - Lithgow Waste Transfer Station – Revised Concept Design Estimate

Muller Partnership ACN 079 195 681
Newcastle Level 1, 9 Kenrick Street The Junction NSW 2291 Australia PO Box 266 The Junction NSW 2291
t: +61 2 4965 4722 f: +61 2 4965 4720 e: newcastle@mullerpartnership.com.au w: www.mullerpartnership.com.au
Sydney t: +61 2 9460 2777 Melbourne t: +61 3 9690 1911

International Association South Africa-Quanticost

1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Project Description
The estimate developed within this report covers the scope of the Lithgow Waste
Transfer Station. This scope includes the following main elements:










The Transfer Station comprises of concrete slab on ground, steel frame,
one wall to western side with four roller doors and colourbond roof;
The Community Recycling Centre Building comprises of concrete slab on
ground, steel frame, no walls and colourbond roof;
The Workshop/ Depot comprises of concrete slab on ground, steel frame,
colourbond walls and roof with two roller doors;
The Gatehouse/ office with amenities and lunch room;
Heavy and small vehicle roads including linemarking;
Electrical, water, sewer and stormwater connections;
Two 15,000L rainwater tanks and associated pumps and pipework;
Fire main to centre of the site
Perimeter fence to the entire facility;

The current Revised Concept Design Estimate has been prepared based on
information provided (refer Item 2.0 – Schedule of Information), with the cost
summary provided below:

Cost Summary
Section
SITE CLEARING AND EARTHWORKS
PAVEMENTS
STRUCTURES
SIGNAGE AND ROAD ACCESSORIES
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
HYDRAULIC SERVICES
FIRE SERVICES
SITE SERVICES
SITE WORKS
LANDSCAPING
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT ALLOWANCE
PRELIMINARIES AND MARGIN
SUBTOTAL [EXCL GST]
IDENTIFIED RISK ITEMS
CONTINGENCY
TOTAL [EXCL GST]

Total
(Excl. GST)
$11,755
$278,700
$1,166,773
$15,610
$184,240
$66,500
$40,250
$40,000
$42,350
$9,300
$139,161
$319,361
$2,314,000
$245,000
$512,000
$3,071,000

LITHGOW CITY COUNCIL
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REV ISE D CONCEP T DE S IGN E S TIM ATE
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2.0

SCHEDULE OF INFORMATION

The information used in compiling our report includes the following:



Concept Design Plan provided by GHD Pty LTD titled ‘Lithgow Waste
Transfer Station (21-25322 Rev E dated September 2016)’, received 4
October 2016;



Email correspondence with Andrew Quinn of GHD Pty Ltd in relation to
scope (numerous);

All rates used within our Revised Concept Design Estimate have been gathered
from our in-house databases as well as being constructed from first principles
namely labour, materials and waste to reflect current market and project specific
value.
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3.0

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions have been made in the preparation of the attached Revised
Concept Design Estimate:General
1. The project is to be competitively tendered to a suitable number of qualified
contractors;
2. Works are to be undertaken during normal work hours;
3. The works are to be undertaken as a single stage;
4. It is assumed the site will be levelled and stripped by Council prior to works
commencing;

Excavation
5. No bulk excavation is required;
6. All excavated materials will be stockpiled onsite, no allowance has been
included for removal of excavated materials;

Pavement
7. Pavement types for the small vehicle and heavy vehicle roads have been
assumed;

Concrete Works
8. Kerb and guttering has been excluded;

Structures
9. The Transfer Station [46m long x 34m wide x 4m high], comprises of 150mm
concrete slab on ground, steel frame, one wall to western side with four roller
doors and colourbond roof;
10. The Community Recycling Centre Building [27m long x 17m wide x 4m high],
comprises of 150mm concrete slab on ground, steel frame, no walls and
colourbond roof;
11. The Workshop/ Depot [20m long x 14m wide x 4m high], comprises of
150mm concrete slab on ground, steel frame, colourbond walls and roof with
two roller doors;
12. A provisional allowance of $125,000 Excl GST has been included for the
Gatehouse/ Site Office;

Signage and Linemarking
13. A provisional allowance of $10,000 Excl GST has been included for signage to
the site;
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Hydraulics
14. An allowance for
Workshop/depot;

a

hand

wash

basin

has

been

included

for

the

15. The two rainwater tanks are assumed to be approx. 15,000L above ground
steel tanks;
16. A provisional allowance of $2,000 Excl GST has been included for pumps to
each tank;
17. A provisional allowance of $3,000 Excl GST has been included for associated
pipework for the rainwater tanks;

Fire Services
18. A provisional allowance of $27,750 Excl GST has been included for the fire
main [185m];
19. A provisional allowance of $5,000 Excl GST has been included for the fire
spring hydrants [4 No.];
20. Allowance for fire hose reels has been included for each structure [3 No.]
excluding the gatehouse;

Site Services
21. A provisional allowance of $20,000 Excl GST has been included for connection
to the existing electrical supply;
22. A provisional allowance of $10,000 Excl GST has been included for connection
to the existing water supply;
23. A provisional allowance of $10,000 Excl GST has been included for connection
to the existing sewer;

Site Works
24. 1800 high chainwire security fence has been included for the perimeter of the
site and the Outdoor Tip Shop;

Landscaping
25. Spray seeding has been assumed for areas disturbed during the works,
excluding the tip areas from the Clean fill to the E-waste;

Identified Risk Items
26. An Identified Risk Item totalling $110,000 Excl GST to supply a new water
main from Geordie St has been included;
27. An Identified Risk Item totalling $110,000 Excl GST to supply a new sewer
main from Geordie St has been included;
28. A provisional allowance of $25,000 Excl GST has been included for the supply
of a new pole mounted transformer has been included;
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4.0

EXCLUSIONS

Within the following Revised Concept Design Estimate the acronym ‘EXCL’ means work
that has not been included in our estimate. We specifically note the following exclusions
from the estimated cost:
General
1. Land costs and legal fees;
2. Holding costs and interest charges;
3. GST;
4. Escalation;
5. Removal of contaminated / hazardous materials;
6. Authority’s fees and charges;
7. Design & Consultant costs;
8. Soil remediation;
9. Delay costs;
10. Cost of finance;

Project Specific Exclusions
11. Staging allowance;
12. Environmental restrictions;
13. Removal of excavated materials from site;
14. Area preparation for the dumbing sites [Clean fill, construction & demolition,
timber, metals, green waste]
15. Upgrading of existing services;
16. Bush fire ratings to structures;
17. Tanks for firefighting;
18. Landscaping [NB: Other than spray seeding];
19. External lighting;
20. Solar panel system and batteries;
LITHGOW CITY COUNCIL
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21. New Weigh Station or works to existing;
22. Waste skip bins;
23. Boom gate;
24. Security cameras;
25. Septic & Dirty water tanks;
26. Truck cleaning facility;
27. 3 phase power to site;
28. Operating plant & equipment;
29. Upgrade to intersection and associated roads;
30. Kerb and Guttering.
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5.0

DISCLAIMER
Muller Partnership have prepared this report in part on the basis of information
supplied to it in the ordinary course of business for Lithgow City Council.

Whilst all reasonable professional care and skill have been exercised to validate
its accuracy and authenticity, Muller Partnership is unable to provide any
Guarantee in that regard, and will not be liable to any party for any loss arising as
a result of any such information subsequently being found to be inaccurate,
lacking authenticity or having been withheld.

This report is only intended for use by Lithgow City Council and Muller Partnership
accepts no responsibility to other parties who use opinions or information
contained herein. They do so at their own risk.

In acting as Quantity Surveyor for Lithgow City Council, Muller Partnership’s
liability is limited to the scope of services and value limit, as defined in their
Professional indemnity insurance cover. A copy is available on request.

This report covers only the items as contained in this report. Should Lithgow City
Council require additional items or areas of assessment, these should be
specifically requested and will be actioned as agreed between the parties.
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APPENDIX A – REVISED CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

MAIN COST SUMMARY

Ref

Description

%

Cost/ m2

Sub Total

Total

1.0 SITE CLEARING AND EARTHWORKS

0.38

5.00

11,755

11,755

2.0 PAVEMENTS

9.08

118.55

278,700

278,700

3.0 STRUCTURES

37.99

496.29

1,166,773

1,166,773

4.0 SIGNAGE & ROAD ACCESSORIES

0.51

6.64

15,610

15,610

5.0 ELECTRICAL SERVICES

6.00

78.37

184,240

184,240

6.0 HYDRAULIC SERVICES

2.17

28.29

66,500

66,500

7.0 FIRE SERVICES

1.31

17.12

40,250

40,250

8.0 SITE SERVICES

1.30

17.01

40,000

40,000

9.0 SITE WORKS

1.38

18.01

42,350

42,350

10.0 LANDSCAPING

0.30

3.96

9,300

9,300

4.53

59.19

139,161

139,161

10.40

135.84

319,360

319,361

11.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT ALLOWANCE
12.0 PRELIMINARIES AND MARGIN
13.0 SUBTOTAL [EXCL GST]
14.0 IDENTIFIED RISK ITEMS
15.0 CONTINGENCY

2,314,000
7.98

104.21

245,000

245,000

16.67

217.78

512,000

512,000

1,306.25

3,070,999

16.0 TOTAL [EXCL GST]

3,071,000
100.00

3,071,000

GFA: 2,351 m2.

11/Oct/16

GHD PTY LTD
16176 CEST V2
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

ESTIMATE DETAILS

Ref

1.0

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

SITE CLEARING AND EARTHWORKS
Site Clearing
1 Allowance to clear the site

8,865.00 m2

EXCL

m3

EXCL

Earthworks
2 Detailed excavation to Transfer Station to reduce
levels by 2m [Volume assumed based on indicative
advice]
3 Trim and compact to building footprints

2,351.00 m2

5.00

11,755.00

Total :

2.0

11,755.00

PAVEMENTS
Heavy Vehicle Pavement
1 New pavement comprising 45mm AC14, 7mm
sprayed seal, 150mm heavy bound base, 7mm
primer seal, 300mm DGS20 sub base
Small Vehicle Pavement including Carpark

2,405.00 m

90.00

216,450.00

2 New pavement comprising 45mm AC14, 7mm
sprayed seal, 150mm heavy bound base, 7mm
primer seal, 150mm DGS20 sub base

830.00 m

75.00

62,250.00

Total :

3.0

278,700.00

STRUCTURES
Transfer Station comprising concrete slab on
ground steel frame, one wall to Western side
and colourbond roof wi9th roller doors [46m
long x 34m wide x 4m high]
Substructure
Slab on Ground
1 Allowance for 150mm thick reinforced concrete
[40MPa] slab on ground comprising SL82 top mesh,
waterproof membrane, laid on 50mm sand blinding
Strip Beams
2 400 wide x 300 deep reinforced concrete [25MPa]
strip beam including reinforcement and detailed
excavation complete [Assumed]
Structural Steel

1,564.00 m2

320.00 m

90.00

140,760.00

113.00

36,160.00

9,000.00

16,200.00

175.00

2,625.00

Columns
3 200 x 200 x 5.0 SHS including connections and HDG

1.80 t

Baseplates
4 360 wide x 200 long x 12 thick baseplate fixed with 2
M20 anka screws embedded 250 deep into concrete

15.00 No

11/Oct/16
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

ESTIMATE DETAILS

Ref

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

(Continued)

3.0

STRUCTURES
5 360 wide x 200 long x 4 thick top-plate fixed with 2
M20 anka screws embedded 250 deep into concrete
Roof Structure
6 Allowance for structural steel roof structure including
purlins, beams, bracing, tophats, connections, surface
treatments, roof sheeting, gutters and downpipes
complete
External Walls

15.00 No

150.00

2,250.00

1,564.00 m2

290.00

453,560.00

184.00 m2

75.00

13,800.00

4.00 No

6,500.00

26,000.00

Steel Walls
7 Allowance for colourbond wall cladding including girts
complete
Doors
8 Allowance for 6000 wide x 4000 high roller door
Metal Work
9 Allowance for wheel stops [Provisional]
10 Allowance for bollards [Provisional]

EXCL

5.00 No

500.00

2,500.00

11 Transfer Station Subtotal

693,855.00

Community Recycling Centre building
comprising concrete slab on ground, steel
framed, no walls, colourbond roof complete
[27m long x 17m wide x 4m high]
Substructure
Slab on Ground
12 Allowance for 150mm thick reinforced concrete
[40MPa] slab on ground comprising SL82 top mesh,
waterproof membrane, laid on 50mm sand blinding
Strip Beams
13 400 wide x 300 deep reinforced concrete [25MPa]
strip beam including reinforcement and detailed
excavation complete [Assumed]
Structural Steel

459.00 m2

90.00

41,310.00

113.00

9,944.00

9,000.00

8,640.00

8.00 No

175.00

1,400.00

8.00 No

150.00

1,200.00

88.00 m

Columns
14 200 x 200 x 5.0 SHS including connections and HDG

0.96 t

Baseplates
15 360 wide x 200 long x 12 thick baseplate fixed with 2
M20 anka screws embedded 250 deep into concrete
16 360 wide x 200 long x 4 thick top-plate fixed with 2
M20 anka screws embedded 250 deep into concrete
Roof Structure
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

ESTIMATE DETAILS

Ref

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

(Continued)

3.0

STRUCTURES
17 Allowance for structural steel roof structure including
purlins, beams, bracing, tophats, connections, surface
treatments, roof sheeting, gutters and downpipes
complete
18 Community Recycling Centre Building Subtotal

459.00 m2

290.00

133,110.00

195,604.00

Workshop/ Depot comprising concrete slab on
ground, steel framed, colourbond walls and roof
with roller doors complete [20m long x 14m
wide x 4m high]
Substructure
Slab on Ground
19 Allowance for 150mm thick reinforced concrete
[40MPa] slab on ground comprising SL82 top mesh,
waterproof membrane, laid on 50mm sand blinding
Strip Beams
20 400 wide x 300 deep reinforced concrete [25MPa]
strip beam including reinforcement and detailed
excavation complete [Assumed]
Structural Steel

280.00 m2

90.00

25,200.00

113.00

7,684.00

9,000.00

6,480.00

6.00 No

175.00

1,050.00

6.00 No

150.00

900.00

280.00 m2

290.00

81,200.00

224.00 m2

75.00

16,800.00

2.00 No

6,500.00

13,000.00

68.00 m

Columns
21 200 x 200 x 5.0 SHS including connections and HDG

0.72 t

Baseplates
22 360 wide x 200 long x 12 thick baseplate fixed with 2
M20 anka screws embedded 250 deep into concrete
23 360 wide x 200 long x 4 thick top-plate fixed with 2
M20 anka screws embedded 250 deep into concrete
Roof Structure
24 Allowance for structural steel roof structure including
purlins, beams, bracing, tophats, connections, surface
treatments, roof sheeting, gutters and downpipes
complete
External Walls
Steel Walls
25 Allowance for colourbond wall cladding including girts
complete
Doors
26 Allowance for 6000 wide x 4000 high roller door
27 Work Shop/ Depot Subtotal

152,314.00

Gatehouse/ Site Office
28 Allowance for 12000 long x 4000 wide lightweight
portable site office structure including office,
amenities and lunch room with service connections
complete [Provisional]

1.00 Item

125,000.00

125,000.00

11/Oct/16
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

ESTIMATE DETAILS

Ref

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

(Continued)

3.0

STRUCTURES
29 Gatehouse/ Site Office Subtotal

125,000.00

Total :

4.0

1,166,773.00

SIGNAGE & ROAD ACCESSORIES
Signage
1 Allowance for signage to the site [Provisional]

1.00 Item

10,000.00

10,000.00

5.00

2,250.00

16.00 No

50.00

800.00

32.00 m

80.00

2,560.00

Linemarking
2 Allowance for linemarking
3 Allowance for directional arrow linemarking

450.00 m

Speed Bumps
4 Allowance for speed bumps to site

Total :

5.0

15,610.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Lighting to buildings
1 Allowance for lighting to structures across the site

2,303.00 m2

80.00

184,240.00

Total :

6.0

184,240.00

HYDRAULIC SERVICES
Water Supply
1 Connection to existing network

INCL

Stormwater
2 Allowance for the 150mm PVC stormwater line from
Geordie St to site [Provisional]
Hand Washing

100.00

50,000.00

1.00 No

2,500.00

2,500.00

4 Allowance for the supply and install of 15,000L above
ground steel rainwater tanks
5 Allowance for pump to last [Provisional]

2.00 No

3,500.00

7,000.00

2.00 No

2,000.00

4,000.00

6 Extra Over allowance for pipework [Provisional]

1.00 Item

3,000.00

3,000.00

3 Allowance for hand washing basin to buildings

500.00 m

Rainwater tanks

Total :

7.0

66,500.00

FIRE SERVICES
Fire Ring Main
11/Oct/16
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

ESTIMATE DETAILS

Ref

7.0

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

FIRE SERVICES
1 Allowance for fire main to centre of site [Provisional]
2 Allowance for spring hydrant [Provisional]

185.00 m

150.00

27,750.00

4.00 No

1,250.00

5,000.00

3.00 No

2,500.00

7,500.00

Fire Hose Reels
3 Allowance for fire hose reels to each structure

Total :

8.0

40,250.00

SITE SERVICES
Connections to Site
1 Allowance for connection to existing Electrical supply
[Provisional]
2 Ditto Water supply [Provisional]

1.00 Item

20,000.00

20,000.00

1.00 Item

10,000.00

10,000.00

3 Ditto Sewer [Provisional]

1.00 Item

10,000.00

10,000.00

Total :

9.0

40,000.00

SITE WORKS
Fencing
1 1800 high chainwire security fence to perimeter of
site
2 Extra over for 5000 wide double gate

470.00 m

2.00 No

85.00

39,950.00

1,200.00

2,400.00

Total :

10.0

42,350.00

LANDSCAPING
1 Allowance for spray seeding to disturbed areas
2 3 month maintenance

1,260.00 m2
1.00 Item

5.00

6,300.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

Total :

11.0

9,300.00

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT ALLOWANCE

Total :

12.0

PRELIMINARIES AND MARGIN
1

Total :

13.0

SUBTOTAL [EXCL GST]
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Lithgow Waste Transfer Station
Revised Concept Design Estimate

October 2016

ESTIMATE DETAILS

Ref

13.0

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

SUBTOTAL [EXCL GST]
1

Total :

14.0

IDENTIFIED RISK ITEMS
1 Contamination

EXCL

2 Environmental Restrictions

EXCL

Water Supply
3 Allowance for the 150mm HDPE water supply from
Geordie St to site [Provisional]
Sewer

500.00 m

220.00

110,000.00

4 Allowance for the 150mm HDPE sewer line from
Geordie St to site [Provisional]
Electrical

500.00 m

220.00

110,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

5 Allowance to supply pole mounted transformer
[Provisional]

1.00 Item

Total :

15.0

245,000.00

CONTINGENCY

Total :

16.0

TOTAL [EXCL GST]
1

Total :
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APPENDIX B – INFORMATION USED

LITHGOW CITY COUNCIL
LITHGOW W AS TE TRANS FER S TATION
REV ISE D CONCEP T DE S IGN E S TIM ATE
11 October 2016
Page 11

General Preliminaries Items

ESTIMATE DETAILS
Ref

1.0

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount

PRELIMINARIES
Preliminaries
Allow for, but not limited to the following items
1 Deposit tax

Item

2 Long service levy

Item

3 MBA fee

Item

4 Builders All Risk Insurance

Item

5 Public Liability Insurance

Item

6 Bank Guarantees

Item

7 Site accommodation and amenities

Item

8 Site Security

Item

9 Site Safety

Item

10 Consumables

Item

11 First aid

Item

12 Site stationery

Item

13 Site cleaning

Item

14 Plan printing

Item

15 Keys

Item

16 Site tel/fax

Item

17 Temporary power

Item

18 Temporary plumbing

Item

19 Signboard

Item

20 Temporary fencing

Item

21 Hoist equipment

Item

22 Cranage

Item

23 Scaffold & Class hoarding

Item

24 Survey and setout

Item

25 Skip hire & tip fees

Item

26 Plant hire

Item

27 Weekly and final clean

Item

28 Pre-construction input

Item

29 Project Manager

Item

30 Gen. Foreman/ Site Supervisor

Item

31 Carpenter/ Leading hand

Item

32 Labourer / safety officer

Item
6/May/16
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General Preliminaries Items

ESTIMATE DETAILS
Ref

1.0

Description

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount
(Continued)

PRELIMINARIES
33 Apprentice

Item

34 Programming

Item

35 Manuals and comissioning

Item

36 Defects liability period

Item

37 Landscape maintenance

Item

38 Off site overheads

Item

39 Margin

Item

40 Allowance for Hoardings

Item

41 Allowance for Staging Generally

Item
Total :

6/May/16
PRELIMINARIES
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